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Events Calendar

Fall Seminars

October 22-25,2006

Marriott Portland Downtown
Portland,Oregon

Winter Seminars

January 21-24,2007

Hilton Austin

Austin, Texas

Spring Seminars

April

14,2007

Baltimore Marriott Waterfront Hotel
Baltimore, Maryland

Annual Conference

July 29-Augusl2, 2007

Westin Diplomat
Hollywood, Florida

ACUTA's Cofe PufpoSe

is

to support higher education communications

technology professionals in contributing to the achievement of the strategic

mission of their institutions.

ACUTA's Core Values are:
. Encouraging and facilitating networking and the sharing of resources
. Exhibiting respect for the expression of individual opinions and
solutions

. Fulfitling

a

commitment to professional development and grorvth
technologies in higher

' Advancing the value of communications
education

. Encouraging volunteerism and individual contribution of members
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PAillrAlT end-to-end solutions support the
technology critical to today's Education System,
providing reliahility, application flexibility, satety,
security and lower total cost of ownership.
PANDUIT continues to make Education network deployment easier with the
innovative DPoE* Power Patch Panel, which provides a dependable, cost
effective solution for enabling Power over Ethernet (PoE). Because it is also
a traditional patch panel, lhe DPoE'" Power Patch Panel saves valuable rack
space, leaves switch hardware untouched and requires fewer components
and connections than typical mid-span devices. This makes it ideal for
deploying PoE in existing networks.

The DPoE'" Power Patch Panel increases network reliability, and reduces
installation and operating costs. lt is designed to accept IEEE B02.3af and
Cisco lnline Power based devices, automatically supplying ample power
for seamless integration of VolB wireless access points and converged
network applications. DPoE^ Power Systems offer flexible, scalable, high
efficiency power options that allow for field upgrades or replacement without
disrupting existing infrastructure.The DPoE'" Power Patch Panel is supplied
with an element management GUI interface that may be used to control
port powering via on/off security control and additional power management
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PANDUIT is a Global Leader
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Network Gonnectivity Solutions
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ol Technology.
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The industry's most powerful cable tester gives you

everything you need to put 10Gig to the

from Fluke Networks.

DTX CabteAnatyzer

test-with the
We were

the first

to bring digitat technotogy to cable test and certification.
The

first to provide a comptete Cat 6 solution to reduce your

totat tjme to certify by as much as 4 hours a day. Now with
DTX, we're

you

the first to deliver a

1OGig soLution

that equips

to meet both today's test standards and the new

10Gig

standards including Atien Crosstalk-in one rugged. reliable

tool. Like our
decade,

DTX

DSP

ptatform, which served the market for

a

is built on our commitment to industry-teading

speed, accuracy and ease-of-use. So whether you're
instaLling or upgrading your cabling infrastructure. you've

got the totaL
Ftuke

1OGig

testing solution at hand. 0nly from

Networks-the technology leader in network test'ing.

To Learn more about 10Gig testing, go to

www.flukenetworks.com/campusnetworks

and download our

whitepaper, "Testing Challenges for 10 Gb/s Ethernet over
Copper CabLing."

See how

far

OTX can

take you: check out our

Solutjon at the ACUTA Conference booth

DTX 10cig

607 /609.

And attend

our presentation on Deptoying lOGBASE-T Cabling. See the
ACUTA Conference Daity

for the presentat'ion time and Location.
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Focusing on lnfrastructure
I'm constantly amazed at the number of
devices that are now dependent on our
campus communications infrastructure.
At the ACUTA Annual Conference last

month, I attended a preconference
seminar entitled "The Convergence of
Communications and Construction"
that, among other things, reminded me
of how many systems-other than

foundation of building any data
network. At Providence College, we are
very conscious of this issue and continue
to improve and document our existing
outside and inside pathways and cable
p1ant. Simultaneously, we expect to
create a new inside and outside plant

chines, surveillance cameras, access

our standard will be to remove all
unused cable per the latest revision of
the National Electrical Code published

wiring standard ior all future communications infrastructure projects. Part

distributed antenna systems, and even
fire alarm systems. AII of these are
critical to the mission of our respective
institutions, and all of these are becoming more and more IP enabled. Tom
Rauscher of Archi-Technology, who
conducted the preconlerence session,
has contributed an article to this issue

As technology progresses, these
systems are being engineered to

of

by the National Fire Protection Association (http://v,r,rnv.nfo a.org). Ric
Simmons of LSU provides additional
details on this subject in his article that
begins on page20.

Our entire campus and each
building already have a complete set of

"T" (telecommunications) drawings.

of

the |ournal that addresses this subject in
some detail. (See page 52.)

work

The drawings are in a tiered structure
showing the entire campus view

lollowed by floor layouts, serving zones,
telecommunications equipment rooms,
and the detailed information of each

with newer and faster networking

room. All of these drawings are web-

hardware, requiring higher and higher

based, allowing for easy access and

bandwidth. This further reinforces our
need to build and maintain a solid cable
infrastructure to support the mission-

eliminating the need to store large
architectural drawings-although we do
have the ability to print them if the need

critical systems that travel over our
networks. Would you buy a Ferrari if
there were only dirt roads to drive on?
Probably not, but that is what our
networks would feel like if the wired

arises.

infrastructure didn't keep pace or was
poorly maintained.

fatt

physical layer is a critical and essential

traditional voice and data-are dependent on our cable infrastructures:
important devices such as copy macontrol, building automation instrumentation and control systems, cable
television, intrusion detection systems,

6

If we examine the seven layers of the
OSI model, it is easy to see that the
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This ongoing project is expected to
result in a completed communications
management program by sometime in
2008. However, the documentation
process to create the T drawings is very
time consuming. It involves the physical

inspection of all communications manholes,

building entrance facilities, and all telecommunications rooms. We're currently photographing all
such facilities and recording all cable information
pertinent to each voice and data device on campus.
As we construct new buildings and renovate
existing space, we are also re-evaluating and reestablishing a standard specification consistent

with Division 27 of the Construction Specifications
Institute (CSI) master format for our administrative and residential buildings.
The most influential organizations for standards that govern communications cable are the

Telecommunications Industries Association ( TIA)
and the American National Standards Institute
(ANSI). Copies of these standards are available

from IHS on line at http://global.ihs.com.
This issue of the journal is focused on infrastructure. The term "infrastructure" covers much
more than the wire and cable to connect devices,
and there are literally thousands ofproducts and
services that fall into this category. I hope you find
the articles to be ofhigh educational value.

will

In addition, at the ACUTA Winter Seminar that
be held lanuary 2l-24,2007, in Austin, Texas,

one of the two educational tracks is "Convergence
and Infrastructure: What it Takes." This track will
cover ways that campuses are structuring their
cabling, switches, routers, network architecture,
power, and other infrastructure to prepare for
converged technologies and applications. If it's
time to re-evaluate your campus infrastructure,
please make plans to

join us in Austin.

V

The Year in Review
For those who were unable to attend the 2006 annual business meeting in san
Diego, I am pleased to have this opportunity to report on some of the highlights

of activities by the professional staff in the ACUTA office over the past ACUTA
administrative year.
ACUTA is fortunate to have a dedicated corps of elected and volunteer
leaders-our board of directors, committee chairs, and committee memberswho devote tremendous energy to setting a wise course and keeping ACUTA
moving in the right direction. The staff's role is to support their efforts by
implementing policies and programs to serve ACUTA members and fulfill the
mission of the organization.
Strategic Planning
We have been actively working

with the committees to implement action items

in the strategic plan. (You can view the current strategic plan on the ACUTA
website.) Of the 43 action items targeted through the second quarter of 2006,37
are either completed or underway by staff and committees. I believe that we
have made excellent Progress in all five of the goals in our strategic plan.
Public Policy and Regulatory Affairs
As the staff liaison to the Legislative/Regulatory Affairs Committee,

I spend a

great deal of time monitoring and analyzing regulatory proposals and actions at
the U.S. Federal level and key state developments. It has been an extremely
active year in this arena, with much of our efforts focused on universal service,
CALEA, net neutrality, VoIR and other information and communications

technology reform issues. We continue to face formidable challenges in each of
these critical areas, with the potential for increased regulatory compliance
requirements and costs to colleges and universities.
There is strength in numbers in the legislative and regulatory arena, and

ACUTA works closely with other higher education organizations in these areas.
In May, I was appointed to represent ACUTA on the Network Policy Council
(NPC). This is a group within EDUCAUSE that is analogous to the ACUTA
Legislative/Regulatory Affairs Committee and includes representatives of higher
education institutions; national, state, and regional networks; consultants and
EDUCAUSE national policy staff. The NPC meets biweek-ly, including several
meetings in Washington that involve visits to key members of Congress and
Federal agencies

ACUTA has continued to benefit from the increased involvement of Iegal
counsel on regulatory and legislative issues, made possible by the commitment
of our members' and Board of Directors' support for making this important
investment.
We continue to provide quarterly updates of the online Regulatory Issues

Matrix on the Legislative/Regulatory section of the ACUTA website. I hope that
you are accessing and using this matrix to advise your campus on the important

I
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issues we are

currently following at the

Federal level.
We have also published twelve issues

of the Legislative/Regulatory Update'
our online newsletter which is a joint
effort with Wiley, Rein and Fielding, in
addition to submitting comments to the
FCC on issues of interest to our member
institutions.
Public and Media Relations

It

has been a successful year

for ACUTA

in accomplishing our objective of
increased positive visibility in the media'

attended the ACUTA summer conference within the past two years regarding
such issues as Program content, the

exhibits, net\,vorking opportunities, time
of year, location, return on investment,
and how our members prefer to receive
information about the conference. We
are pleased that the conference was rated
very high. Based on the preferences

Respondents are senior and experienced. Ninety-six percent have five or
more years experience in communications technology, and 50 percent have 20
years or more exPerience.

They have a wide range of responsibilities, but the majority of members are
responsible for institutional telephone

5.

services, management of all or

Portion

indicated in this survey, we are working
on changing the conference to the

of telecommunications or netlvorking,

springtime beginning in 2009. As soon

voicemail suPPort.

as those plans have been finalized, we

give you plenty

will

of advance notice

We have continued our efforts to

for planning.

position ACUTA and our institutional

'

members as valuable sources of

needs assessment survey of ACUTA
members as part of our efforts to be as

information about communications
technology in higher education. This
year, we sent out 13 different Press

4.

We conducted a comPrehensive

relevant and indispensable as possible in
a changing technology and academic

moves/adds/changes/trouble tickets and

6.

In addition to their communications

technology responsibilities, our
respondents have significant management responsibilities. These included
department mallagement, strategic
planning, purchasing/contracting and
RFPs, billing or accounts PaYable,
financial/business planning, and staff

resulting in at least 50 articles
(that we are aware of) in which ACUTA

environment. While there were no major
surprises in the results, some of the key

training and develoPment.

was mentioned or acknowledged as a
source of information. This effort also

findings were:

associate directors, and CIOs are the

releases,

included surveys of attendees at our
seminars and the Annual Conference, on
selected topics of high media interest.
Press releases were

written and distrib-

uted on the survey results, and generated
quite a bit of interest among editors and
reporters.
Research Projects

Two major research Projects were
coordinated by teams of ACUTA staff
members, with input from our committees and Board and execution bY

independent research firms. During
months of advance planning, a great
deal of time and effort was invested to
ensure that these surveys would yield

1. Respondents indicated very positive
satisfaction with ACUTA and its
programs, services and publications'

2.

The top three programs and services

considered most important to continued
participation in ACUTA were: access to
updates on regulatory changes, efforts to
influence regulations, and the ability to

nefivork with other communications
technology peers. These were followed
closely by access to the latest technical

information, benchmarking with similar
institutions, online information from
the resource library and listservs, access
to training, information on vendor
products, and oPPortunities for
leadership develoPment.
Increasing security threats to campus
networks was identified as the most

meaningful and useful results. These
projects included:

3.

.

critical issue to campuses over the next
two years, followed closely by meeting

We conducted a study of attendance

patterns at the ACUTA Annual Conference. This study measured the opinions

of members who had and had not

10

Fali

increasing student expectations and

regulatory comPliance'
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7.

Directors, managers, assistant/

primary audiences for ACUTA programs
and services.
Sixty-one Percent felt that their
institution's senior administration views

8.

communications and information
technology as an important strategic
asset.

Our board, committees, and staff
will be using these results extensively in
planning our Programs and services.
None of these actions could have
been accomplished without the

dedication and energy of every member
of the ACUTA staff and volunteer
leadership team. I would like to thank
the Board as well as every staff member
for their professionalism and commitment to the continued success of
ACUTA.
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H.ow much money can you expect to spend if you change
to a new family
of messaging systems? Our customers tell us that it,s rwlce u,
er,p"nriu" t6
purchase a new messaging system versus upgrading their.r.r"n,
,yrr"rni

whv?

'
'
'

There is a huge time and expense commitment in training new
users,
recordinggreerings and auro anendanrs and rebuirding distribution

re_

rists.

Users resisr learning new user inrerfaces, and get" little help
from
conFused employees and overwhelmed help desks.'
Database conversions can be more complicated than anticipated.

At CommuniTech Services, we,ve specialized in providing

and

supporring voice messaging systems since 19g3. We have the aiswers
that solve your mosr critical concerns, including these:
Have you made sure that that the critical features you use
now are
available on your new system?
New "srate-of-the-arr" systems often lack the features you expect.
Some don't even offer automated artendant.
Does your vendor know both the voice messaging apptications
and the
capabilities of rhe new technology and can brid-g;h; old with
the new?
W.e, kloy melsaging intimatelyln borh rhe TD"M
and te worlds along
with Find Me, Follow Me, tJnified Messa$ng tVR, and Speech Recognition
an1
other productivity enhancers. Oon,t pia/for. your uenior,s l".riing
.r.u".

Does your vendor know how to proactively monitor and optimize
that have heavy demand, high up-time requirementsi
]ltems
I hrs is part of our
standard support service. Don,t wait for your system
ro malfunction...we'll make sure it never does.

lf you're considering a messaging product from your pBX vendor, is
their
experience limited to jusl integrating their own messaging ,yrt"_
to
thejr. own phone system? Whit if
need to integrite with od,",
fou
PBX's, e-mail or Presence seryers, Speech Recognitio"n, tVR
or other
Voice Messaging platforms?
As a messaging focused sysrems inregraror, we can handle all
of your

future needs.

Does your system have the latest design considerations for
up-time
and high security requirements?
Our sysrems are built for maximum reliability and up_time. From the
operating system to the CpU and power supplies, we are focused on
insuring your up-time.
Can your vendor help devise marketing programs to help you
get your
to use your services a"a t" n"lp y", seli ylr. i"*Lra
.1y1 lolmunities
We'll help you sell your users on the services you p."ula"
1.ni "ff.. rp*iut
revenue generaring programs that target students.)

What other hidden costs of ownership are there?
Many. vendors are inexperienced in iiring ,ysre.s which leads
to
"hefp
spending more rhan is
We,ll
you make the right
.necessary.
decision the first time. Needs change - un
in messaging ian
"r.p..t
ensure rhar your messaging platform can adapr
and thrive in"an" ever

changtng, com plex environment.

CommuniTech Services can help you avoid potentially costly

mistakes with your messaging systems needs. For more information,
call us at 847.981.12OO extension 4g0.

CouuuNrTECH Srnvrcss, INC.
wwvy.com m u n itechservices.com

The Strategic Accommodation of Change

by Geoffrey G. Tritsch
Acentech

-

Compass Consulting Division

contribute to the success or failure of a
teaching space. The room design must

I was meeting with a group of faculty to
discuss technology in the classroom and
other related technology issues. The
meeting was being held in one of the

take the following into account:

.

Room use

university's newest technology-enabled
classrooms. As the faculty filed into the
room for our discussion, I looked

Room size/shape
Acoustics

Program audio
Presenter audio

around at the millwork, lighting'

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
'

electronic lectern, and work surfaces'

"Nice roomi'I

remarked. "Yeah," came

the chorus of resPonses.
". . . too bad no one uses it."

"... too bad nothing works."
"... too

bad I can t run it."

"... too bad I have to completely redo all
my course materials."

Camera locations

Projector locations
Screen size and locations
Viewing angles and sight lines
IT requirements

Lighting
Safety/securitY

But a room does not exist in a
vacuum. The process must go beYond
how technology fits into the room and

needs of the users, the users discon-

also address how the room fits

a classic case

of technologY

into the
building, how the building fits into the
campus, and how the campus fits into the

nected themselves from the technology'
Clearly, there is more to Putting

technology in a classroom than putting
technology in a classroom.

environment. Even the best-designed
high-tech classroom will suffer from a
noisy air handler directly above the room
unless proper noise and vibration control
measures are taken, from noise in adjacent
corridors that is not mitigated, from

Planning Rooms That Meet Users'Needs

The most common shortcoming of
technology is failure to understand the
needs of the intended users. The Oh,

wireless networking that is not properly
designed, from the sun reflecting off an
adjacent building unless there are shades

wow factor tends to draw occupants and
designers toward the latest and greatest
technologies. But what users want are
systems that are reliable and easy to

to shield the projection screen, from
windows incapable of attenuating exterior
traffic noise, or from the sound of aircraft

operate with an intuitive user interface'
Arything less is rejected out of hand by

from the local airport. To solve these
problems, the design team must include

many users,

In addition to the ease-of-use issue,
number of physical design issues

Fall

Mechanical systems (i.e., power, HVAC)

disconnect. Since the technologY
obviously did not connect with the

It was

'12

Decor
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acousticians, architectural/mechanical
noise specialists, audiovisual specialists, IT

specialists, and sound-svstem designers.
is "convergence" in its ph,vsical

It

manifestation and in the truest sense.
The lmpact of Convergence

ture for telephones (dedicated copper
wire pairs arranged in a "star" configuration radiating from a central point or
points on c;rmpus) is replaced by
carrr ing the phone con\crsations ovcr

Integrated designs must also deal with
convergence in the technical sense.

are

There is considerable hvpe in technology
circles centered on "convergence,,, and

network

the data netlvork infrastructure. There

the term has come to mean different

things to different people. In the context
of this article, convergence refers to the
transport of multiple systems, formerly
allocated to separate networks) onto

a

common infrtrstructure-typically the
TCP/IP-based data netr,r,ork. The
highest-profiie example is voice over Ip
(VoIP), rvhere the traditional infrastruc-

both more mundane and more
"speculative" examples of using the data

.
'
.
.
.

as trransport

for such services

The applications described above are
not innovative uses of technology but
are standard practice and increasingly
common at the majority of colleges and
universities across the country. 'Ihese

Audiovisuai (A/V) systems
Cable television

in the region of 99.999 percent),

Clocks

negligible packet 1oss, low latency (less
than 100 miiliseconds), and low iitter
(variability in latency).

Access control

Environrnental monitoring and
Fire alarrns
Paging systems

Security illarnrs

Nextc Networks
--sq * -

u#we:s.B#ffi
.-

,r'-J:il'-r. -.:,

t*mrepS*ffiG_S#

Need a voice and data
cell phone solution for...
* Campus-wide coverage?
* Multi-carrier networks?
* Indoor and outdoor dead spots?
* Public safety?
* New revenue?
NextG Networks solved these problems at
many campuses and we can do it at yours too.

€:"F NextG Networks'
=%-F

Contact us at:
U niversitylnfo@nextgnetworks. net
977.566.3917

Streaming (on-demand) video
Surveillancevideo/audio
Videoconferencing

applications are almost universally
Ethernet network -based and assume a
nehvork with high avaiiability (uptime

control

'
.
'

as:

.
.
.

As Scott McNealy

of Sun Micro-

computer." But in order to operate in
that type of environment the infiastructure needs to support the illusion that all
network devices are local to the user.
That means that there must be little
delay added to access times because of
the network. Large files need to be

transmitted across the network as if they
were on local disks. A reliable, highthroughput network is central to such
technologies. This becomes increasingly
more difficult as more converged traffic

In order to accomPlish this, one
must have a multidisciplinary, interactive design process that integrates
technology into all building functions'
The advantages of this approach include
the following:

.
.
.
.
.
.

For example, the addition of an A/V
management system to the network can
add as much as 3 MbPs of consistent

background traffrc to a network
devices exchange status

as

information

such as projector status, lamP life,
temperature, and so on. While 3 MbPs
may not seem like much, it does add uP,
especially as other

systems such as access

control and building management add
their "chatter" to the nefivork as well.
The following list identifies some
attributes of a 2lst-century network:

.
'
.

Nomaintenance/upgradedown-time
Secure

Redundant devices in diverse

locations

'
.
'
.

Redundant and diverse routing

Adaptive(self-healing)
Redundant and reliable Power and
backup power
Profile and directorY-driven
management

.
.

End-to-endmanagement
End-to-end quality of service (QoS)r

Convergence is definitelY a tide
sweeping technology before it. While we
do not urge clients to move toward
convergence before they are ready, we do
strongly suggest that all new buildings

considerations that increase fleribility
also increase construction costs. Since
the architect and general contractor are

Lower energy costs
Improved life-safetY features
Lower than average operational costs
Improved and more flexible

'

technology services
Occupant-specific environmental
and operational control

.

Increased physical security, access

.

control, and visitor tracking
Improved occuPant satisfaction

as

others. Technology, while acknowledged
as significant in the design, is often an
afterthought. The problem is that all of
these disciplines are interrelated and this
approach randomizes and suboptimizes
interaction. The architect is rarely in a

position to coordinate technology
procurements and implementation'
Coordination is voluntary and minimized.

While any Project is a comPromise
among technical, financial, design, and
operational objectives, the goals of IT

in conflict with construction

budgets based on today's needs' A
building is designed based on a20- to

"convergence ready."

times over the building's lifetime'
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itself. The standard construction process consists of five phases.

process

.

be designed in such a waY as to be

Fall

all too tempting for them to eliminate
long-term value in return for lower up-

To understand lT's role in the process,
we need to take a quick look at the

100-year life. Technology is based on a
3- to S-year life. One can easily exPect
technology to "churn" betrveen 4 and 30

14

and not the life-cycle building costs, it is

The Standard Construction Process

mechanical, electrical, Plumbing,
acoustics, furniture, millwork, and

are often

responsible for the construction budget

front costs.

Today's approach to new construction does not often allow for this' The

common design team consists of the
architect and numerous design-team
members in various disciplines such

technologies and not just meeting the
needs of the occuPants on opening day'
But large tel/data rooms, cable trays,
riser chases, and the other design

Lower building life-cYcle costs
lmproved energY efficiencY

is added to the network.

Therefore, a good technology design
should be concerned about flexibility
and the ability to easily install new

Programmatic Phase. What do the

occupants want to do with the sPace?
How will it be used? Is it classroom, lab,
offices, librarY, or something else?
Schematic design' Various design
options are Put forth and refined.

'

Where will the building be located on
campus? Will the building be L-shaped
or rectangular? Is it functional or grand?

This is where the trade-offs between
ideal and reality begin.

.

Design development. The selected
schematic design is further defined and

refined. Alternatives are priced and
selected or rejected. The objective is to
arrive at a single design and specific
definition of the building to be const ructed. Trade-offs continue.

.

Construction documents. The

architect and team members prepare
drawings and specifications for the final
selected design' These drawings and

specifications are used to select the
contractor to construct the building'

.

Constructionadministration.This

includes the construction process itself
as well as all oversight, testing, changes,

and documentation.

IT must be involved,.early and often',
in all major construction and renovation
projects. In fact, a representative from
IT should play an active role in all
projects from day one. IT,s design role
should begin early in the programmatic
phase

ofa project (what do the

rmportant factor in construction and
renovation, and despite the number of
years that the telephone company has

nor installed cabling, the architectural
community has been slow to grasp the

principles. We continue to
run into architects who think that
eyerlthing is wireless and communica_
basic design

tions rooms can get smaller and smaller.
lsn't Everything Wireless?

occu_

pants want the building to do?) and
should be as critical to the schematic

One question commonly voiced in
association with infrastructure projects

and design phases as plumbing,
electrical, and HVAC. This kind of early
and in-depth involvement ensures that

is, "Why are we spending money on

cabling and infrastructure? Isn,t
everything wireless now?"

the design will meet the needs of the

lVhile there is an increasing applica_
tion for wireless voice and data, it is our
view that wireless is an "overlay technol_
ogy" and not a replacement for wired
solutions. Wireless works well for casual
access for libraries, classrooms, cyber
cafes, meeting spaces, and break-out
rooms and for the mobile professional.

It offers mixed results in high-density,
high-usage applications such as
residence halls. And it offers little
advantage for fixed office workers,
researchers, or those with high-

bandwidth applications. For every
increase in wireless capabilities, there is a
tenfold increase in wired capabilities.

building occupants and maximize the
invested resources.
The major thrust of technology in
the design of any new building must be
to ensure the provision of the spaces,
pathways, and infrastructure required to

support high-quality wired and wireless
communications throughout the facility.
These spaces and systems need to be
designed to support present applications
and emerging technologies over the
liferycle of the facility. This includes

provision for adequate equipment
rooms to house the hardware and
terminations; conduits, ladder racks,
and raceways for wire and cable; and
adequate connectivity to other buildings
and to networks outside the building.
The quantities, types, and technical
specifications for copper twisted-pair
cabling and fiber-optic cable as well as
wireless access points must also be set

forth.
The objective is not future-proof
design, but the strategic accommodation
of change. Despite the fact that
technology is finally recognized as an

7,CAI.L
A Division of

amEtco

{800856'914s

www.lcall.com/acutaz

info@Icall.com
4800 Curtin Drive
McFarland, WI 53559
(608)836-a194

after the fact can be much harder to
solve. User density, coverage overlap,
bandwidth, interference' security, and a
host of other issues all need to be taken

into account when designing and
implementing wireless. Like any tool,
wireless is an excellent solution in the
right application and a failure when
applied incorrectlY.

and the newer versions of 802.1 19.
Subtracting overhead for collision and

flow control, this Provides a usable
bandwidth of about 60 Mbps. However,
this is a shared technologY, and the
bandwidth is divided among the
number of users connected. With 10
users (a small number), the average
bandwidth Per user would be less than

Mbps. ComPare this with a wired
solution in which the user is provided a
dedicated connection of 100 Mbps, with

6

Gbps (1,000 Mbps) now available and

I

10 Gbps just finalized. For accessing email, checking stock quotes, or surfing

the Web, wireless is sufficient. However'
in educational applications, which often
include high-resolution graphics, video,

CAD files, GIS applications, and large
downloads, one can see that the
difference is significant.
Anyone who has had recent exPerience

with the imPlementation of

wireless can tell you that while the

implementation is easier (or at least
more expedient), problems that occur

I
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of architects and facilities managers' it
also gives you the chance to establish
overall policies on use (no storage or
slop sinks in communications rooms)
and get the basic requirements for space,
HVAC, power, and UPS built into the
inherent design requirements. Given
that everyone seems to hate "wasted"

Call lt the Tel/Data Room

space (that is, not usable for the

Over the last two years the latest versions

occupants), you can fight your battle
once and then just have to tweak the

of both the EIA/TIA Cabling Standards

For examPle, Present wireless data
transmits at uP to 108 Mbps for 802'1la

specifications organized that way' This
not only legitimizes tel/data in the eyes

and the BICSI Telecommunications
Cabling Installation Manual have begun

requirements for each building'

to use "Intermediate Cross Connect
(lCC)" in Place of "Intermediate
Distribution Frame (IDF)" and "Tel/data

spaces and pathways, design

Room" in place of "Telephone Closet"'
This change in terminology makes it
much easier when dealing with architects to get them thinking, early in the
process, on a room scale rather than on
a closet scale.

Obviously, tel/data room
to be driven bY the number of cable
terminations in the room and the

sizes need

building

In addition to communications
take

must also

into accoullt the various communi-

cations systems required to supPort the
activities planned for the building (e'g',
voice, data, video, access, intrusion, fire,
PA, CATV environmental

monitoring

and control). l'he universal trend
toward convergence (in this context,

carrying all the systems listed above over
the data network rather than over
separate networks) should drive the
design of spaces, pathways, and infra-

amount of equiPment to be housed

structure.

there. Given the inexorable move
toward convergence, more and more

The one shortcoming of Division 27
is that it lumps all technology together
and assumes that everything should be

equipment (HVAC control, alarms,
CAIV access systems, security systems,
etc.) seems to be moving into the tel/
data rooms.
We are strong ProPonents

of

including communications infrastructure in the Construction Specifications
Institute (CSI) specs. However, the issue
is not just getting your specs into that
lormat, but getting your specs incorporated into your institution's standard
construction boilerplate. The advantage
of the CSI Division 272 format is that
architects and engineers are familiar
with the CSI construction specifications
and are more likely to take seriously
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part of the building specs. Logically,
communications infrastructure needs to
be divided into three components: the
spaces and pathways, the cabling and

terminations, and "what hangs on the
end of the wires." The sPaces and
pathways must be part of the building
design and construction; the cabling and
terminations may or may not be part of
the building specs (we usually prefer to
bid it separately but allow the general

contractor to respond if so desired); and
the network and desktop comPonents
really should be kePt seParate.

Due to the rapid rate of change in
communicatior.rs technologies and
prices, and the time betr,veen building
design and occupancv, lve recommend

that final decisions concerning specific
networking and systems be deferred

until

as late as possible

in the process_
certainly no sooner than 9 to l2 months
before planned building occupancv.
C)ur approach is to nsc Division 27
only

for the parts of the project the institu_

tion rvishes to include in building
construction.
C)ne cannot assume

that the fact tl_rat
IT services are critical automatically
translates into recognition that IT rnust
htrve a significant role in all nerv

to life cycle sustainabilit,v. More than
arrything, this cnsures that our message

clownside of eoS is that it does adversely
allect all othcr Ir.rffic on the netuork.

supporting the strategic accommodation
of change rvill no longer fall on deaf
ears.
1

Qualitl, of Service (eos) is a function of

a conr..crged neturork that al]ons voice
and
r.ideo traffic (rvhich is sensitire to delav
or
to being receired out of seqr-rence) tc.r

obtain priority ror-rting through the
netrvork ahetrcl of dtrta traffic, r,vhich can
be buffered and re-transmittcci r,r,ithout
loss of information content.
eoS is a wav
of ensuling that the network can handle
isochronous traffic at peak periods. The

r Originall,v,
communications cabling
specifications u'ere usually contained
rundcr Dirisiorr in-700 as part oIrhe

electrical specifications. After ser.eral
atlempls to givq i6bli11g it, orvn section,
cabling has fintrliy come to rest as CSI

Division 27.
Geoffrey C. Tritsch is director of
communications technology consulting at
Acentech, lnc. - Compass Consulting Division.
He frequently presents at ACUTA events
and
has been a member of ACUTA for 21 years.
Reach Geoff at gtritsch@acentech.com.

v

building and major renovation projects.
You need to educate everyone inr.olved
in these types of projects regarding the
role of IT. The message to all involved is

this: "Communications infrastructure
vital to

Qtality

lWnagement
System

is

ongoing provision of
technology services to this institution.
tl-re

Wc have spent a considertrble amount

money, time, ar-rd effort cor.rstructing
and implementing cabling infr"astructure
(conduit, closets, and riser systcnts).
Communicirtions spaces must be vier,r,ed
as a limitecl, nonrenewable resource,
vital to the long-term technological
l-rea.lth of the insriturion. Since this

resource must serve ever increasing
nurnbers of voice, data, and vi<1eo

rpplications, improper design. mirndgc_
ment, and use of these spaces can waste
this resource and n-rake future connec_

tir.itv unavailable or more expensive.,,
As a final note, we can thank the

in environntental ar.vareness for
making or-rr technology infrastructure
upsr,r,ing

clesign activities easier. Recent trends
in

LEEDS certification and energy
conservation have shifted the focus of
buitding design from construction costs

Remote Access
lVbnitoring &
Call Recording

of

A Quatity Management System that provides
features
typicatty found onLy in much larger, more expensive
systems is now made affordable for the
smatler contact
center, Live monitoring, catt togging, record_on_demand
and remote connect are atl necessary management
toots
in today's contact center.
With thjs Windows-based system catls are
digitized and
stored as a compressed .wav fite, permitting

instant

access, ptayback, emai[ing and annotation.
Remote
Connect a[tows monitoring of catts from off_premise

locations.

Catt togging permits recording every ca[[
unassisted. Record-0n-Demand, by cLicking
on a desktop
icon attows recording of onty those catbJou
select.
Live Monitoring provides real time mon.itoring
capabil.ity.
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(and More)
Good Advice: Clean Out Your Closets

Ron Walczak, RCDD/OSB CWNA/CWSP
Walczak TechnologY Consultants

"A chain is no stronger than its weakest link'"
of
This adage can be applied to many aspects
our lives-and to our netlvorks' Netrvorks
have many components that must come

together to create a reliable and robust
platform for the delivery of information and
applications to Your end users'

of travel through telecommunicaof clients have provided moments
rooms
tions
of both humor and outright fear' We have
been in closets housing telephone PBXs and
100
data network equipment that exceeded
that
degrees with no air flow and closets
would require a technician to stand in water
Years

while working on active electronics' We've
by an
seen eiectrical service to a rack provided
extension cord that had no plug on the
just two stripped wires jammed into a

end-

pass a fire
receptacle. Many closets would not
inspection or an OSHA safety review'

(someYet the equipment in these rooms
times no more than a janitor's closet) is

increased importance of having an infrastructure that is reliable and robust' So here's rny
advice when

1. Two good examPles of bad closets

comes to infrastructure:

Take a Walk

When was the last time you actually inspected
and documented the condition of your
telecommunications facilities? Even though
you have 200-p1us closets, all it takes is one
failure to ruin your day. Create a checklist of
you
standards. The first time you complete it'
may be amazed at what you find' Visual
inspections will identify the most egregious
to
issues, and that's a start' Here are five points
consider.
1.

Conduct insPections'

. SecuritY/safetY

'
'
'
'
'

Working door locks
Cameras/intrusion detection
APProPriate lighting
FirestoPPing
Walls that go to the floor decking above
(no drop ceilings that let people crawl
into the room from the hall)

expected to provide reliable service to

business-critical information services' With
the
the reality of voice over IP (VoIP) comes

it

'Equipment protection from the follorving:

'
'
'

Water leakage

Electromagnetic interference
Heat (Is the air-conditioning turned off
at 5:00 P.M.?)

'
'

Dirt/dust

'

Chemicals (I've seen 55-ga11on drums of
cotrosives stored in telecom rooms')
Other people's stuff (Your room is rof

for storing beds and desks from
residence life.)

' Electrical systems

'
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Are there enough circuits in the room or
do you have daisy-chained power strips
to get all your equipment plugged in?

'

.

When was the last time you
checked/tested your UpS? (you do
have an appropriately sized UpS in

What is the condition of your
conduits? Are they properly sealed
against water and vermin? Heret a tip:

each closet, right?)

Avoid using "touch-n-foam,, expanding
foam sealant as a means of sealing your

/ust in case you hope to implement
VoIP,

will the electrical system and

conduits. Contractors get testy about
having to dig three feet of expanding

UPS handle the additional load?

You may find yourself upgrading
the UPS to a 208V unit from a

sealant out of conduits when its time to
pull more cable.

l20V unit.

Time to get rid of old and unused
equipment and cabling. The 2002
revision to the NFpA/NEC requires you

2. Clean house.
. Racks and cabling
.

.

should be orderly
to facilitate access and changes.

Equipment should be securely
mounted and supported. (Folding
chairs are not an acceptable method
of supporting servers and switches).
Repeat: The room should norbe used
as storage. People

moving stored
items present a security risk and can

.

3.

inadvertently bump something that
shouldn't be bumped.
Room should be clean. Dirt and dust
get sucked into equipment, shorten_
ing life cycles. The best closet design
has positive air pressure forcing air
out of the closet, not sucking it in.
Take pictures.

This is especially important if you have a
large number of closets on campus and
want a quick reference for each. photo_
graphs will document conditions and
help you bring your case to the powers
that be (they sure aren,t going to go look

to remove abandoned cabling. Be
ruthless: Ifyou don,t need it in there, get
rid of it.

5.

Veri$, your documentation.

campus maps, network diagrams, and
capacity records.

Now that you know what you have,
you can intelligently start the process of
improving areas that need attention and
upgrading for planned initiatives.
Upgrade Gapacities

The introduction of new technologies
and the inevitable increase in demand

campus. Assuming you have space can
become a showstopper when it turns out
the four-inch conduits are really only

two-inch conduits-and they,re full.

2.

Power

VoIP will increase the power draw of
your network switches by a factor of five.
Phones that used to get their power
from a centralized pBX now are fed

BTUs.

3.

Wireless

Your infrastructure already includes or
will soon include 802.11 wireless
technologies. The 802.11 wireless
environment has created a plethora of
challenges that include adequate
coverage patterns, adequate throughput,
security, QoS for voice, VLANs, and,
most frustrating, interference from other

l.

Despite all the challenges of wireless,
your constituents will continue lo

Fiber backbone

Fiber is the only media that has not
undergone significant technical changes

4.

an understanding of existing facilities
and the ability to add capacity across the

daisy-chained, it's time you rethink the

layout.

systems.

over the years. Operating characteristics

Do you have accurate documentation of
the conduit system? Accurate butterfly
drawings of manholes provide you with

can a link or two be installed that would
provide a ring-or multiple rings? If
you have a network that has buildings

for power and access mean you must
regularly upgrade capacities.

of 62-micron multi-mode and single_

manholes.

(and recommended by BICSI) has
the
defect of lacking alternate path capabili_
ties. Study your physical network. Where

from your edge devices. Make sure your
room has adequate power and air_
conditioning to handle the load and

Do your records accurately reflect
reality? Now is the time to update

at your closets).

Find out what's in the conduits and

links to create redundant loops. The star
topology installed by most campuses

mode fiber installed 10 years ago will
work just fine with todayt electronics.
The same cannot be said for copper or,
now, 802.1 I wireless. Fiber provides the
fastest and most reliable and secure path

for communications, and the price is
right.
We have often encountered

fiber

networks that can be significantly
improved with the addition of some

demand increased mobility, and it
be your

will

job to provide it. The complexi_

ties of wireless network design demand
but for now, remember that this component of your
a separate article,

nerwork is increasing in importance
while remaining a potential weakest link
in your infrastructure.
Ron Walczak is the principal consultant at
Walczak Technology Consultants, lnc., and
a

frequent contributor to the ACIITA Journal.
Reach him when he,s not in a telecom closet
at
ron@walczakconsultants.com.
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Making Decisions to Remove Legacy cable

by Ric Simmons, PE, RCDD
Louisiana State University

Like many large organizations, Louisiana
State University (LSU) maintains a complex
outside plant cable system consisting of

copper, multi-mode fiber (mmf), and

single-mode fiber (smf) cables' This
infrastructure suPports a 10 gigabit Ethernet
core, approximately i,500 wireless access
points (WAPs), 30,000 network connections'
and more than 14,000 telephone stations'
Faculty, staff, and students have access to
(NLR)'
Internet2, the National Lambda Rail

In
and, of course, the commerciai Internet'
to
access
have
the near future, LSU users will
the Louisiana Optical Network Initiative
(LONI) network-a high-speed fiber-optic
backbone netlvork connecting research
institutions around the state, which enables

grid computing and other applications'
utility, the campus network
must stay at the forefront of current and
As a basic

future expectations of the campus' For
example, within each building our current
standard installation guidelines call for two
(for voice)
Cat 6 cables and one Cat 5e cable
to each desktop. \A/here a 10 Gbps connection is needed within a building, fiber is
pulled to the desktop. Each Cat 6 cable is

core paper cable' Each wire
1. The photo on the left shows a piece ofair
"*.^pp.a i.t pup"., and the bundle of iable pairs are wrapped in paper' The
i,

Figure

entire'cab1e is

"ncused

in lead. Photo on the right

is a ge1-fi11ed

PIC cable'

instalied to a patch panel set in a rack, and
each rack is equipped with a network

sr,vitch-typically 10/100/1000 Gbps
capable. Each network switch array in
turn is connected via fiber to an
aggregator switch at 1 Gbps Ethernet or:'
where necessarY, 10 GbPs back to the

network core. Off-campus locations are
connected to the LSU core via Tl or
carrier Ethernet service. The same
structured inside wiring standards are
followed whether a building is on or off
campus.

In addition to standard network access
for printers and workstations, faciiity
management systems access the network
for HVAC control, securitY camera

control and storage, and building security
access systems. Nl of these applications
depend upon a solid infrastructure within
the buitding and a solid outside plant
cable system. As voice over IP (VoIP) and
other applications continue to saturate
the campus, our standard installation
guidelines evolve to meet anticipated
needs.

The cable infrastructure is one of
several critical components of the campus
network. Although VoIP is more commonplace todaY than in the Past, the
majoriry of the telephone services
provided on campus remain traditional
POTS service. LSU administration has
long recognized that part of the aging
copper cable plant needs to be replaced'
ln evaluating replacement oPtions' we
have considered whether or not to install
VoIP technologY.
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The LSU Cable System

There are two types of outside plant
copper cable in use on the LSU campus:
air-core paper-insulated cable and gel_

Figure 2. Air pumps Frankenstein an<l
Godzilla pump air 24 x 7 through
the LSU copper cable system.

filled plastic insulated conductor (pIC)
cable (see Figure I on page 20). The
air_
core paper-insulated cable is part
of a
cable system that consists of cabie,
splices, and air pumps. As the name

implies, air must constantly be pumped
through the cable system in order to
keep moisture out of the cables. The
air_
core cable is old technology while the
PIC cable is newer technology.
The majority of the copper cable
pairs are used to connect telephones

from around the campus to the LSU,
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Figure

'yltem

Another part of the air-core
i, the distribution panel' which

3.

pressure to different cables' On
the left-hand side are backup nitrogen
in
tanks, which are an additional backup
fail.
drYers
air
case both

iire.ts ai,

telephone system. Since the cables are
the
connected to the telephone system'
cable pairs have a constant voltage
applied (-48 VDC). If water enters any

part of this system, the cable pairs shortcircuit, creating transmission problems'
Ultimately, the section of cable that
shorts must be rePlaced'

Air is circulated through the air-core
(air
cable system via two air dryers
pumps) affectionatelY known as
Frankenstein and Godzilla (see Figure

houses over 30,000 cable Pairs from
around the campus and is where the

1oca1

exchange carrier (LEC) drops off trunks
and network services to the university'

In the last week of November 2000'

a

major cable system failed' Baton Rouge
was deluged

with huge amounts of rain

(about 10 inches), and the manholes on

with the demand. Approximately 15 air-

gel surrounding the cable pairs prevents
moisture from entering the cable'

The air-core cables on the camPus
are apProximately 50 years old' At the

time this cable system was installed' air
it was
core was considered the "in" thing;

had priced a cable replacement strategy
at $10 million. This project would have
replaced the air-core cables and
increased cable counts in buildings
already short on cable pairs' This project
proposal was put on the back burner as
more pressing needs around the campus
were addressed.
As new Projects and renovations to

the camPus were ProPosed over the
years, we have taken every opPortunity

Fall

The Flood of 2000

in
cable system-while one machine is
are
machines
These
hot standby mode.
exPensive to operate from maintenance'
electrical, and cooling perspectives'

really the only type of underground
cable system offered. This tlpe of cable
is still in use nationwide' In 1994' LSU

22

cables dry.

the LSU camPus filled uP with water'
The pressure on the underground aircore cables increased, and leaks quickly

require air circulation. Gel-filled PIC is
commonly used underground, as a thick

diitribution frame (MDF)' The MDF

air-core system. However, a large
amount of air-core paper cable remain'
and both Frankenstein and Godzilla
continue to work hard keePing the

2). These two machines oPerate24
hours per day, seven days per week' At
any Siven time, one machine is always
active-busily pumping air through the

The other type of cable consideredPIC cable-is get-filled and does not

Figure 4. All cables end up at the main

to install gel-filled PIC cable wherever
possible in order to avoid expanding the

in Higher Education
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developed in the cable system' Frankenstein and Godzilla could not keep up

to
core cables failed and shorted out due
water entering the cable system' More
than 20 buildings on camPus, including
residence halls, lost dialtone'

At the time, most students at LSU
did not come equiPPed with a cell
phone as they do today' Without dialtone in the residence halls, we were
concerned about life safety and immediately began a major publicity campaign
informing the camPus of what had
ehappened. For the most part, we used
the
mail to sPread the word since

majority of the buildings were connected to the campus network via fiber'
Unfortunately, the university was not

VoIP capable as it is today' With VoIP
capability we could have dePloYed
phones to keY areas'

The cable contractor worked around
the clock for two weeks to restore most
services to most buildings' In some
be
cases, the damaged cables could not
new
Instead,
removed and rePlaced'
conduits were installed along with new

cables. Damage \{as so l,videspread
that

it

lvrrs trvo

months bcfore ali services
u,ere restored to prcflood levels.
Fortunatelv, f-inal exanrs r,r.crc fast
approaching, so the students dici not
miss their phones too rnuch belbre
leaving for tl.re Christmas break.
Figure 3 si-ro."r.s the distribution
pancl rvhich directs air pressure
to
different cables prlus the nitrogen tanks
u,hich give us a backup ir-r case both
air
clrvers lnil.
Moving Forward

Although this cvcnt, r,vhich occurred
in
N-ovember 2000, renrindcd us that
ultirnately lve rvould hilve to reprlace
the

air-core cablc, money remaincd ir
stopping point. 'fhe universitv contin
ued to install plC cable fbr nen,projccts
r,r.i-rere possitrlc. Hou.er.cr, th e
air_ core
cable r,vas so l,idespread that it rcinaincd
neccssary tct continue instailing
air_core
cable in sonte instances) evelt olt
nc\\.

projects.
Stafl-have continucci to examinc horr.
could abandon the air_core cable ancl
consicler other options. Volp r.r.irs one
potential alternative. Ser.eral factors have
r'r,e

been consiclcred in the process of
cvaluatin s \/oIP, inclr_rcli ng the tbllou,ing:

. Porr.er. \Vhether
1,ou,re implement
ing VoIP gate\vavs in the telecommur.ti_

catrons room to handlc analog telephones and applications, or installing
VoIP telcphonc sets on thc ciesl<top,
phones ncecl to continue to nrorh tvhen
tlte prr\\\'r ir orrl. Thi: rc(luir.e\ n)ore

than simpll. backup por,r,er in the
specif.ic builcling rvhere the \trlp service
resicies; bacl<up poner nceds to
bc

applicd to all routers ancl sr,r,itches
upstrc,llll liorn 111.. \irlp ,.r, I ..

.

Cooling. \\ith a proner outage, rhere
is no cooling available in ntost of
our
telccommunications rooms. If a UI)S
to kecp ir routcr upstream fron.r
the \roIP servicc up during a poner
olltage, cooling ntust be consiclcrcd.
neecls
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must be
QoS. QualitY of service

to the MDF' The hub building serves
A typical hub buiiding connects back
nearby buildings'
dialtone and copper requirements to

Figure

considered from the VoIP Phone or
to
gateway through the campus network

5.

Copper
Building

the call server.

.

Building
B

buildings

BackuP coPPer. We have a requlre-

ment in severai buildings for services
that require copper. For example, some
organizations on camPus have a Tl from
the local exchange carrier (LEC) for a

cable feeds
to nearby

./ Local \
Exchange .q Uarner i
-14^J

Main Distributron/
pBX processor

variety of services' We have chosen to
transport Tls on copper for several
reasons, including cost'

ffi;\
-1{1}f-

Hub Building/
VolP Gateway

Copper
feeds

cble

to nearby
buildinqs

After evaluating costs and other
requirements, we chose a tlvo-pronged
approach to rid the camPus of the aircore cable system:

First, install gel-filled copper from
the main distribution frame (MDF) to
nearby buildings in place of the air-core
cable. For the most part, this aPproach
involves short cable runs with minimum-size coPPer cable to nearby

buildings. The air-core cable originally
installed was a large-count trunk cable
that fed multiple buildings' As this cable

building, smaller coPper counts
off and installed to the
peeled
were
telecommunications rooms of each

passed a

building. This new strategy negated the
need to install large, expensive trunk
cables in lieu of shorter, smaller-count
cable runs. (See Figure 4')
Second, we looked for buildings

with large telecommunications rooms
that were located near clusters of
buildings being fed by air-core cable' We
identified two buildings that would act
as hub locations to house a VoIP
gateway and serve coPPer cable to
nearby buildings. The VoIP gateways
were connected to the VoIP network for
communication back to the PBX
processor. This design eliminated the
need to purchase VoIP telephone sets

24

Fall

ahead of the curve on meeting the
all
expectations of our end users' As we

(thereby Protecting current investments
in electronics and existing telephone
sets), sustained our requirement

for

some coPPer in buildings, and miniUPS/
mized the need to ensure adequate

to
generator capacity as well as cooling
a
where
every building on camPus

buildings.

5

to

This has been a long Process' We
were fortunate in that over the past

10

several years, every decision we made

(See Figure 5')

for

new proiects and renovations around

Current Status

the campus involved eliminating aircore cable where possible' As technology
of
has changed, including the addition

Godzilla and Frankenstein soon will be
retired after serving nobly for many
years. By the end of this year, air-core
cable

this particular cable project enabled us
to take care of a problem before N2010
started.

switch or router is located' Each hub

building serves anylvhere from

know, it is vital to take advantage of
opportunities as they are presented' and

will no longer serve

any

VoIR more oPtions have become
available. We were able to significantly

building

on campus. This project has positioned
cable
us to move users off the air-core
As
cable'
PIC
and onto the gel-filled
with
away
do
to
stated, we are not ready
our current investment in telephones
and equipment andreplace them with

reduce the cost of a $10 million-plus
project to under $800'000; protect our
current PBX investment; and position

VoIP.

nities to serve.

the
(N2010) in order

we are about to embark on
Netrvork 2010 project

ourselves to offer VoIP as we see

fit'

We're looking forward to having a little
less to worry about and more opPortuand
Ric Simmons is director of voice' video'
State
Louisiana
at
network installation

toensureQoSthroughoutthecampusUniversity.Reachhimatrsimmons@lsu.edu.

-something

currently available only

on

keeps us
a case-by-case basis' N2010 also
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Best Practices for lp Telephony
lmplementation
by

Many campuses are considering migration
toward IP-based telephone systems. In fact,

Rod Johnson

Manager, Services Solutions

according to InfoTech, a leading communications analyst group, 2005 marked the first year
that the sale of IP telephony systems exceeded
that of traditional phone systems. (See Figure 1.)

NEC Unified Solutions, lnc.

Figure 1. IP Telephonyvs. Tiaditional TDM Technology
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4.

Enhanced competitivepositioning:
Reduced communications costs (allow
investments in other core initiatives)
Campuses must carefully evaluate

reasons for migrating to

Ip telephony and
understand the anticipated advantages. The
ability to lower operational cost proves a
good example. Minimal savings will be
realtzed

in long-distance expenses, but

if

there are interoffice connections over
traditional telephony lines, voice over Ip can
achieve remarkable savings. Today, the

l0

greatest advantage of Ip telephony is likely
within inter-office connectivity and worker
productivity, especially in relation to remote

workers.

t*oTBh ktuh*tr Res.rcE ,.rof5ct

,ba

C@qEd cMEOirtu

There are many reasons why campuses are
considering such a migration, including the
following:

l.

2.

Lower operational cost

.
.
.

Reduced long distance
Easier moves, adds, and changes

Commoninfrastructure

Improved worker productivity
. Unified messaging

.
.
.

Easier and faster moves, adds, and
changes

User administration of various changes
Remote phone use through Ip soft_
phones

3.

Enhanced IT efficiency

.
.

Common infrastructure and technology
Integration with other network tech_
nologies, such as LDAp

Once a campus decides to move to Ip
telephony, an IP telephony assessment is
essential. The purpose of an Ip telephony
assessment is to evaluate the current campus
network infrastructure and determine if it is
ready to support Ip telephony or to
determine the changes required to support

an IP telephony system. The Ip telephony
assessment baselines network performance,
evaluates network infrastructure for VoIp
readiness, stress-tests the network with VoIp

traffic, and measures call quality (based on
ITU G107 recommendation) and the
Quality of Service (eoS: delay, jitter, packet
Ioss) performance of the network. The
assessment provides recommendations to

configure the network infiastructure to
meet the delay-sensitive demands of an Ip
telephony system with the highest possible
voice quality.
Assessments are a critical part of the
planning and design of an Ip telephony

application; therefore, it's
highly sensitive to network
delays and other network

problems such

UNM's lP TelePhonY Migration Pilot and StrategY
by Mark ReYnolds
Telecom Operations Manager
University of New Mexico

of rapidly evolving technology,
plan is the best "hedge" to
at the forefront of
institutions
keeping
components that
main
The
innovation.

In an

age

a strategic

allow institutions to complete and
successfully accomplish their strategic
plan are to identifr your direction and

intended ROI, create an RFP to articulate your needs, and select a vendor(s) to
partner with.
The UniversitY of New Mexico has
proven to be successful at developing a
strategic plan and implementing it to

following criteria

arriving "out of order,"
which can cause conversations to be incoherent) and
packet loss, which can cause
conversations to sound
choppy. Poor voice qualitY
can negativelY imPact

higher education revenue
through the Poor communrcatlon
experience delirered to alumni'
administrators, and students' It is
critical that a camPus's network be
carefully evaluated Prior to deploying
any type of IP telePhonY.

tions, Inc., includes the following steps:

1. Customer Interview / Site Survey

'

On-site interview covering
assessment quest ion naires

designed to catch anY Potential
problems or anything out of the

critical when

Strategies and goals must be aligned

betrveen the telecom and IT depart-

ordinary
Site walk-through
Network diagramming of

'
'

comPonents involved in the
transPort of IP TelePhonY

ments.

.

A netlvork baseline is imperative to
evaluate network performance before
and after imPlementation.

.

The staffneeds to be PrePared in
advance with education on both the new

technology and the products, applications, and services.

2. Network Baseline

'

Place

'

Collect data
3. Call quality & QoS test measurements
' Load software agents on testing
PCs placed at sPecific locations

ROI calculations must be considered
early in the process to facilitate gathering

within the environment
Generate VoIP traffic load in
accordance with exPected traffic

'

the correct data during the migration
Process.

The universitY is currentlY using
these lessons learned and the experience
we developed to successfully upgrade

our extensive network.

Patterns
Measure call qualitY MOS (Mean
Opinion Score) and QoS statistics

'

'

vulnerabilities.

network analYzer on WAN/

LAN segment(s)

.

During Planning stages, securitY
must be addressed to avoid creating new

'
'

4.

Atalyzethe Test Results

'
'
'

Network infrastructure

EquiPment configurations
Call qualitY/QoS rePorts
5. Make Recommendations
' EquiPment uPgrades (Platform'
IOS, memorY, etc.)

'
'

EquiPment configuration tune-uP
QoS PolicY configuration

Network architecture
Implementation Plan regarding
recommendations

6. Customer Presentation

'

Provide a detailed written report
regarding testing parameters, test

A typical IP telePhonY assessment,
as conducted bY NEC Unified Solu-

migrating to IP telePhony:

'

jitter

(caused by voice Packets

meet the camPus's communications
needs. The university identified the
as

as

'

results, and recommendations
Provide a customer Presentation
regarding test results and recom-

mendations
The typical tools used in such an
assessment are illustrated by the tool-set

utilized by NEC Unified Solutions' NEC
uses the most advanced multi-protocol
network analYzer and aPPlication
performance measuring tool-set
available from Agilent Technologies,
NetIQ, and Ixia. These tools maY be
used separately or collectively to
adequately and objectively identifr the
current data/voice environment and

recommend actions to enhance performance and retluce down time.

In summarY, it is imPortant to
clearly understand the anticipated
advantages to be gained by moving to IP
telephony and to thoroughly evaluate
the campus's network infrastructure via
an IP telephony assessment prior to
deploying VoIP' But additionally, since
an assessment is merely a snapshot in
time and netrvorks are always changing,
those impiementing IP telephony must

incorporate into their planning an
ongoing monitoring and management
solution, which will continually evaluate
the network to ensure Proactive
responses to any voice quality issues that

might arise.
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volP Security: New Frontier, New challenges?
by Lleweltyn Derry CtSSfl C|SM
Director, Security Solutions
NEC Unified Solutions, lnc.

You're entering a world, not of sight or sound,
but of a new state
of mind-a world of converged networks, real_time
applications,
and unprecedented yet equal demand for bandwidth
and eoS.

Next Stop...VoIp.

You are the IT manager of a midsize university,
and it,s late on a
Wednesday afternoon. Rogue Ip phones are popping
up across
the campus. Someone is,,plugging into,, your
network_you

don't know who or where, but they are disrupting
normal
business operations. your new VoIp pBX
is operating normally,
but dropped calls and sporadic dial tones are problematic

today.

How do you respond when your management console
says,,all
your end users say,,all systems stop,,? As the

systems go," but

VoIP Expert on the

IT staff, you are dumbfounded... and torlay

VolP Security Solutions

Security solutions include a thorough vulnerability
assessment
to avoid the issues described above and the implementation
of
various tools to quickly detect and mitigate new forms
of
attacks. Since the Internet is a 2417 operation with both
0olo
responsibility and 100o/o accessibility, the need to monitor
Internet-borne activity and IT devices becomes essential

for

understanding the health and posture of your network
infrastructure.
As voice becomes an application on the data
network,
responsible parties (including IT/telecom management
and
staff) must understand that VoIp vulnerabilities are similar
to
data vulnerabilities. Depending upon a campus,s

structure,

it

feels like your third Monday this week.

may be beneficial to use independent services to validate
your
security posture and identi$,, triage, and remediate

Yesterday brought an extremely

vulnerabilities in your IT architecture that can be
deliberately

large pSTN bill. Was it toll

fraud? How can you uerifu who did this? Do you need to call the
police or FBI? Was it an inside job, a total stranger,
or both? Even
worse, is this an international culprit? How can you
be sure?
(Also, are you liable

for

those calls?)

The help desk receiues calls
from the network, but it cannot call
out to the network. No obyious reason or explanation

will satisfy

your end users who disagreed with your
ffirts to replace their
comfortable TDM phone that,,worked
fine,, oyer the last 20
years. How do you protect alxd manage against
an inuisible
nemesis? rNhen you ascended into the role
of Ip klephony
Expert, a Superman cape might have come in handy.

These all represent security issues that cross
organizational
boundaries. That these problems have already occurred
on
campuses across this country demonstrates
that secure VoIp is
not a technology requirement, but rather, a business requirement.
These and even more severe issues can arise
and damage the

institutiont reputation, embarrass the board members, reduce
alumni contributions, and possibly cause litigation
expenses.
Therefore, the entire campus Volp/data network
should be
protected from attack, abuse, and negligence
by security
professionals using state-of-the-art tools, vendor_neutral

NEC is your Total Solutions
Provider when it comes to Volp

assessment methods and procedures, and 2417
monitoring and
management services.

.
.

Eylensrve experience ;n desiqr, integration
and implementation
Full range of products and services

We deliver the right solutions for higher education.

wu/w.necurif ied com/highered
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may be beneficial to use independent services to validate

your

Figure

1.

An end-to-end risk mitigation and management program

security posture and identi$', triage, and remediate
vulnerabilities in your IT architecture that can be deliberately

or accidentally exPloited.
The New Total SecuritY Domain

VoIP solutions are part of the overall voice and data network
infrastructure and include the VoIP platform, VoIP
preexisting
applications, and VoIP/TDM Sateways, along with
a
business applications and infrastructure' Figure 1 illustrates
provide
can
services
managed
outside
model of how staff and

-

Austin Peay State UniversitY
Meeting the Needs through VolP
by Jim Spriggle, Telecommunications Manager
Austin Peay State UniversitY

More and more universities are evaluating and implementing VoIP on their campuses. However, before determining
a
that VoIP is right for your campus, it is important that
available
people
right
the
and
place
in
plan
be
good strategic
for implementation. All justifications, issues' and logistics
TCO'
need to be addressed beforehand as well, such as

deployment strategy, off-campus locations, and crossing
state lines.
To be successful in VoIP implementation, these elements

.
.
.
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IT
risk mitigation and management across your campus
network.
If not properly installed and maintained, VoIP systems
open a new set of security risks similar to traditional
aiplications and network vulnerabilities' Internal and external
a network
uttacks .rray be due to the challenge of breaking into
a "for
or
(a.k.a. bravado), extortion and/or embezzlement'

hire" model for specific tasks or revenge motives' Also'
of these
students themselves may be the source or the conduit
and other IT securitY risks'
A vulnerability assessment should be performed
periodically to ensure adequate Protection has been
established and maintained to minimize your campus's
risk profile' Neglecting this form of network checkup

security

the
marginalizes your campus's exposure to threats from

Internet.

extra equipment as needed during and after deployment'

monitoring of your IT infrastructure highlights the
visibility and details of what's happening on your netr'vork
(after 5 P'M' or
while you are there, as well as when you are not
methods
weekends/holidays). The growing number of access
to your network (laptop, PDA, cell phone,Vonage' etc')'
network is
underscores that your need to know who is on your

.

not optional, it's mandatorY.

should be included in strategic planning:
and
Understand your university's purchasing regulations
get
an
allow'
regulations
processes. Ifyour purchasing
extended pricing catalog which will allow you to purchase

'

Ensure that your RFP clearly reflects your requirements
what
and preferencs5-fs 5u1s to state what you want and

you don t want.
Identi$, all of the options and alternatives that would
constitute your optimal solution-even if you don't
implement everything initially, it can still be available for
later implementation. Get bid pricing on options and
alternatives in case your bids come in lower than expected'

'

Build extra time into your project schedule to proactively
address any potential delaYs.

'

.

If at all possible,

use an experienced consultant to help

evaluate your needs, help

write

a comprehensive RFR and

help evaluate the ProPosals.
Austin Peay State University recently and successfully
IP
upgraded to a new telephone system which includes
IP
trunking between three on-camPus switches' and a total
solution at their downtown Clarksville offices and the Fort
Campbell camPus.

2417

NEC's Total Solution Provider Methodology brings
These
security professionals and managed services together'
express
for
the
services are available to campuses of all sizes
IT
purpose of assessing, monitoring, and managing a campus's
and
,-r.t*ork security risk posture, and ensuring compliance to

security
enforcement of your predefined security policy' NEC's
set'
tool
offerings are based uPon our best-of-breed
24l7 NOC/
experienced, trained, certified engineering staff at
the global
as well as our established reputation within
SOCs,

IT industry. The crossroads of these offerings' matched with
strategic
2417 visibility, enables your campus to focus on
to
projects without expending resources on ad hoc firefighting
from who-knows-who' coming from
as an
who-knows-where. At NEC we pride ourselves on actinS'
your
protect
extension of your staff, open and working 2417 ' to
deferrd your nefivork

IT infrastructure.
Visit NEC online at www.necunified'comihighered'

ln-Room Phones: Nice or Necessary?

by Curt Harler

Contributing Editor

This fall, Notre Dame will still have its rigorous
education. It will still have Touchdown Jesus
behind its football stadium. But, effective June
30,2OO6,Notre Dame no longer has mandatory

ings," he continues'

"With the current state of

the E911 system, location zones would have to
be set up unless you had a DID number to
dedicate to every single Ethernet Port on your

telephone service in the residence halls'

data/voice network."

"Removing (mandatory) phone service from
our 27 residential dorms will affect about 7,000
on-campus students and free uP more than $1
million in room and board revenue to be

At DePaul, the administrative implementation included setting up three DIDs per
zone, with a number of zones per floor of a

Dewitt

applied to other ResNet IT
Latimer, deputy CIO and chief technology
officer at the University of Notre Dame, South
services," says

Bend, Indiana.

Notre Dame is just one of many schools
making the transition from providing in-room
phone service to making it an option' Over the
past decade, and for a variety of well-documented reasons, students have shunned collegeprovided phone service and moved to other

providers, mainly cellular carriers'
That leaves open the question of providing
emergency services in residence halls and other
campus buildings. Unlike stationary systems' cell

phones-by nature mobile-are difficult to
pinpoint when the user dials 911.
Cellular service is not the only vexing option
when it comes to 911 service. IP phones also are
quite transportable across a campus and can be
plugged in just about any'where there is a

Calling 911

that
John Ourada of DePaul University notes
E911
automated
provide
that
there are products
"For our administrative implementa-

tion, it is a requirement," he

"The only way for something like this to
work is by designating IP address ranges to a
zone, which would mean each zone would be
its own VLAN subnet," Ourada explains' He
gives another option: allowing the system to
be able to query the switches to find out to

which port a particular MAC address was
connected.

Ourada is happy with the solution DePaul
implemented. "It works well for our environment so far," he

saYs.

In discussing plans for VoIP at Oakland
University in Rochester, Michigan, Theresa
Rowe, assistant vice president for University
Technology Services, says several options are

being considered' Some are making service
changes, such as the following:
1. Phone droP

but no Phone

2. No service at all
3. Campus-only service (house phones)
"Others are keeping services, but making

technical changes," Rowe says. Among the
options she sees are:
1. VoIP with a "reslife" phone assignment

terminal.

service.

building.

3. Analog voice gateways

4. Keeping PBX for the res halls

saYs'

'A particular phone number

(students' Cisco 7940 Phones)
2. SIP phones

can now appear

on different camPuses and in different build-
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Iandline service can pay for it without
penalizing those who don't."

most schools, including the University
of Buffalo, are working on the myriad

But, when it comes time to put pen
to a contract, "My guess is that we won,t
see many takers," Latimer says.

problems. "We haven't decided what to
do with the dorms yet,,,says Mark
Deuell. Today analog service is provided
throughout the universily.

To ensure adequate cellular coverage
and capacity, Notre Dame is deploying a

carrier-independent distributed antenna
system throughout campus comprised
of 10-12 microcells. Two major carriers
committed to late-spring deployment
for the system.
Still, does the university not have
some sort of responsibility or require_
ment to provide a localized version of

Customer Expectations

When a student from, for example,
Cleveland, Ohio, goes off to school in
Columbus or Toledo, her main concern
is probably cost ofcalling. She can take
her cell phone 130 miles from home and
still have local calling in her home areas
of 216 and 440. It works just as well if
she goes to Philadelphia
Yet,

or phoenix.

what is the school,s responsibil_

ity to get emergency services to her
Iocation if she has an accident?
Not to be flippant, Latimer says, but
he feels that Notre Dame needs to be
ready to give students whatever they
want. "It is an end-user and, to some
extent, a market-driven service model.,,
He explains that the change is not as
drastic as some telecommunications
administrators might fear. ,,First of all,
the only thing Notre Dame is doing is

removing'mandatory' phone services
from room and board charges. The
business model has been flipped to be an
'opt-in' model," Latimer explains.

"If

the student and/or mom or dad
feel they really need landline service,

then they can'opt in'and pay semester.
to semester. Those who truly value
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universal public safety access?

"If you have

a safety

or

91

I

question

lurking in the back of your mind, yes, we
are putting one or two safety phones per
hallway," Latimer says. "Moreover, fulltime rectors and assistant rectors as well
as the RAs

will retain landlines as part of

their housing contract," he says.
"Notre Dame's general counsel and
our risk management group (two of the
more conservative entities known to
man) have both signed off that we have
not exposed the university to any
unnecessary risk," Latimer states.
Ron Walczak, principal consultant
with Walczak Technology Consultants,
Inc. (www.walczakconsultants.com,
Prospect, Pennsylvania), recommends

that before any school goes to gateways,
it do a cost/benefit analysis of SIp
phones yersus gateways.
"We are working with a university
that will be deploying t00 percent Ip,

including dorms (1,200 phones), and it
be placing SIP phones in the dorms.
Inside plant and outside plant costs
should be lactoredl" he cautions.

will

Not everyone is as far along in
finalizing plans as Notre Dame. But

Technology in Higher Educalion

"But few students-maybe 20
percent-even bother to plug a phone in
the jack," Deuell says. "They all have cell
phones, and we have seen a significant

growth in the use of Skype.,,
Keeping Phones

Not ready to give up his pBX, Bill Lamb
Military Institute
(NMMI), Roswell, New Mexico, is
considering a sort of hybrid approach.
He is considering phasing out having
NMMI provide phones as part of the
room package. He would rather have the
at the New Mexico

students bring their own phones.

"I know that students mainly

use cell

phones now," he admits, "but we still
provide a standard 2500 analog set in
each room.

Our switch is

a

Definity

G3Si."
Lamb has pondered the legality

of

the situation but says he never received a
definitive answer about it.',We provide a

jack to the wall, but it is up to the
student to bring in the phone," he

says.

One more immediate concern he has
about allowing students to bring their
own phones is whether there are

potential problems with the telephone
switch supporting them.
Paul Valenzuela, associate director

and operations manager for communications services in the office of informa_

tion technology at the University of
California, Santa Barbara, does not see
that approach as a problem.
"We'require' students to bring their
own phone for use in the residence

hallsj'he

says. The

university's switch is

an NEC 2400 IPX.

"We have so few students who want
telephones anymore that supporting the
few that they

bring

is

not an issue,"

Valenzuela says.
Valenzuela has gone through the
E9 I 1 question pretty thoroughly. Those
students who do bring phones and tie
into the 2400 automatically are logged

into the system, and their 911 services
work just about the way they always did'
"They subscribe to mY service. I'm
responsible. We have their locations

That provides Peace of mind, both
for the users and for Santa Barbara's
office of information technology.
Joe

such varied tastes in telephones that it's

just easier to let them bring whatever
they prefer."
He reports that theY have not had

Morvan, director of user services

Norwich UniversitY, Northfield,
Vermont, agrees with Valenzuela that
at

support for students'phones is not a
major hurdle. Like UC Santa Barbara,
Norwich requires students to bring their
own phones.

"There are occasional issues such as
your 2.4 GHz phone interfering with my

2.4GHzphone, but overall it works well
for us," Morvan

says.

"students have

any

compatibility

issues

with their

Siemens PBX.

"I would not

say

that troubleshoot-

ing is simpler, but tracking the cost of
repairs is easier since we eliminated
telephone sets from the picture completely," he adds.
At Brandeis UniversitY, Boston, the
decision was made to give all students
Cisco 7940 phones. "Use is not manda-

mapped. It's a piece of cake," Valenzuela
says.

911 CellCalls

Not so straightforward is dealing with
those students who bring cell phones
from home. The office of information
technology has made

a

Netlinltll $upports $$Hv2

Neur PolGaf

Encryption tor Secure Gall Record Transter

real effort to

show, on its website, all of the carriers
who serve campus. Santa Barbara is a

fairly rural location, so not all carriers
provide equal levels of service. The
webpage tells which carriers have the
best service in which areas of campus.
However, no matter which carrier a
student selects, all cell-phone-based 9l I
calls from the campus do not go to the

university police. Rather, they are routed
to the California State Police. "We tell
them that right up front," Valenzuela
says. "But nobody has ever said'no' to
cell-phone service based on that."
A good working relationshiP
between the state Police and the
university is a big boost here. "We have a

lot of good interjurisdictional support,"
Valenzuela says. The state police are very
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good about transferring calls to the right

department on camPus, he adds.
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'
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'

(800) 854-7226

tory," emphasizes John Ttrner, associate
director for networks and systems at
Brandeis, "but they are financially
responsible if the phones are lost or
stolen. We offer a7940 to every single
student on campus.

"I would guess that about g5 percent
or more take a phone," he continues.
"We have only had about two or three in
almost three years that were lost.,,

At Brandeis the phone number is
it stays with

assigned to the student, and

the student for all four years. The
phones can be plugged into any power-

over-Ethernet (PoE) jack on campus.
The heart of the emergency response
network at Brandeis is the Cisco
Emergency Response (CER) system.
Every one of those poE jacks across
campus is mapped with either a

building location or room number.
Anyone who dials the internal
emergency number or 911 is immedi_
ately linked to rhe on-campus public
safety office. "The call appears

with the
callert room number and location,,,
Turner explains.
Brandeis has its own on-site medical
response team. However, if the call
requires help from the community

police or emergency units, the
university's campus public safety office
has a direct line to town. They also share
the same radio frequencies.
There are other benefits to the

unified phone system. "With VoIp the
students do their own moves. They take
their phones with them over the
summer and bring them back to their
new rooms," Thrner explains.
In the fall, the university hands out
phones to new students. Tirrner,s people
program them on the flywith a bar-code
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reader and a special application written
specifically for that use.
"We have virtually eliminated
traditional MACs [moves, adds,

service," says Frank Kirstein, director

"Before the new dorm was built we

changes]," Tirrner says. "service calls to
the dorms, once commonplace, are
nonexistent.
"We have about l0 VG248s and have
been reasonably happy with them, but
we still have copper problems that
require troubleshooting," he continues.
"My hope is to get that number WAy

down or deploy them in buildings with

'tested'the idea of no phone lines
(except in the halls or for those who
wanted to pay extra) and got an earful,,,
Kirstein says. He says they had some
experience and problems with the
YG248 in another location (emergency
phones, alarm voltage that ran low),
and thus opted to use the VG224.
"So fbr, so good," he says of the

generators."

vG224.

One school that is in the process of a
100 percent switch to VoIp is South

Gonclusion

Plains College, Levelland, Texas. Tim

Winders, associate dean of information
technology, says, "When that migration

complete (approximately 600 phones),
I will revisit the dorm situation. At this
point, we are planning on keeping the
PBX to use solely for the dorms, but it
might make more sense to completely
retire the PBX and move toward analog
is

voice gateways."

evacuate their residence hall room

of

a

power failure. "We sure don,t,,,

South Plains College has not decided
what to do with the residence halls yet.
"Today we provide analog service but
few students (20 percent) even bother to
plug a phone in the jack," Winders says.
"They all have cell phones, and we have

in the use of

Skype."
Canisius is heading along a path that
lead to the retirement of its old 9751
PBX. "The new dorm was the latest and

will

greatest, so I had to offer telephone
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providing

gency and 9l I service they always have
offered. Many have found added
bonuses when they offer alternative
services. That scores points for everyone.
Curt Harler is a freelance writer and frequent
speaker who specializes in technology topics.
He is also a contributing editor for the

V
in

he says.

seen a significant growth

Even as the method of

services changes, most campuses appear
to be able to provide the same emer-

ICUII

Journal. Reach Curt at curt@curtharler.com.

Like others, Winders says it is
unreasonable to expect students to
case

of

network services.

Voice and Network Department
Convergence
How to stay afloat when lP telephony comes to your neighborhood

by Peggy Fischel
Middlebury College

A successful IP telephony project
requires the cooperation and collaboration of the voice and network staff.
Many who have been through the
process of implementing voice over IP
(VoIP) observe that the technology is
often easier than the human side of the
equation. If your campus has not yet
gone through departmental convergence, here are a few lessons learned by

some institutions that have.
Bryant University Works from Within

Richard Siedzik, director of computer
and telecommunications services at
Bryant University in Smithfield, Rhode
Island, believes that one of the challenges of departmental convergence is
getting the two groups to talk the same

Together, the voice and data staff
received shoulder-to-shoulder training

throughout the project."
In addition, more formalized
training developed by the university's
VoIP partner was done in-house over an
intense six-day period. Siedzik feels it is

important to do this in

a nonsterile,
real-world environment where knowledge transfer between the groups and
the partner takes place more comfortably. Once the system went live, the
voice staff began taking over many of the
functions that the nefi,vork staff had
performed before.

In retrospect, Siedzik would have
done more to prepare the data side for
some of the changes the new system

language and learn from each other how

brought. He had conditioned the

to approach an issue.

telecom side to be ready for change and

"The data side is used to e-mail and
Web applications," Siedzik says. "The
technician would go in the closet and
change a cable and not adversely affect
either application. But with voice, they
can no longer just change the cable

without first considering the implications."
To help overcome some of the

differences in perceptions between the
groups, Bryant's telecom staff were

included very early in meetings that
discussed data/networking security and
operating systems upgrades. According
to Siedzik, "This occurred six months
prior to ourVoIP project approval.

a new way

it

is

of operating. Siedzik also feels

important to do the same with the

network staff so that preparatory
matters, such as a netlvork assessment,
are welcomed and not met

with

skepticism.

In the end, though, Siedzik believes
that staff on the data side have more of
an appreciation for voice. There is a
heightened awareness and understand-

ing ofthe critical nature ofvoice
applications.
The six-person telecom and network
staff is now integrated, and Siedzik
believes that the distinctions befiveen
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the two former groups will eventually

maintenance and manage the campus

such a large, diverse group of people who

disappear. Bryant University, with an

network internally. He refers to this
arrangement as a vertical split.
Swarthmore instead did a horizontal

spoke different technical languages was

split by outsourcing the monitoring and
maintenance of both the campus
netrvork and voice system. This

team was small. Narcavage was the voice

provides access to specialized technical
resources to draw upon for hardware
failure issues and for more projectoriented network activity requiring
specialized knowledge that is impractical

the early conversations must have been

to develop internally. Swarthmore's
three-person system staff can now
concentrate on activities that require an
on-site presence, including network

acronyms and definitions of technical

enrollment of 3,200 students, is a useful
departmental convergence model for
any college or university that has similar
staff numbers and skill sets.
Swarthmore Seeks a Partner

Swarthmore College, with 1,450
students and limited staff resources,
solved its convergence issue by actively

with its
partner vendor. According to Mark
Dumic, associate director of nefivorking
seeking a strong relationship

and telecommunications, as the college
sought bids for a new system, "Our

primary factor in choosing

bidder
became the capabilities of the maintenance provider and its willingness to be
flexible in working with us. We also
realized that we had a preference for a
local reseller with whom we could
a

establish a close relationship." During
the bid process, the team found few
resellers

with both strong voice applica-

tions and networking support experience, and finding one that had those
combined strengths was central to
Swarthmore's goal.

"In the

past, we had complete

responsibility for running our own
network-which we did fairly well,"
Dumic says. "But the two people

and both have administrative access.

This provides them the flexibility of
using the best and most cost-effective
resource for each task.
Since the staff involved

with the new

VoIP system was small, little restructuring took place. The telecommunications
position was already part of the ITS
department. Both the telecom and
network administrative staff members
are now support for each other and
attended vendor training together.

wide spectrum of activities. We don't
have the Iuxury of maintaining the kind
of expertise that certified, full-time
network engineers bring to the table.
One of the big positive changes made
with our new arrangement is that the 24
x 7 monitoring and maintenance of the
campus netlvork is also covered by the

institution of 20,000 students and

Dumic notes that, typically, many
smaller organizations outsource the PBX
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17,000 faculty and staff members, is

in

the midst of an ambitious Project to
replace a Centrex system with opensource IP telephony, with approximately

working on the VoIP

project.
According to Michele Narcavage,
voice services project leader, one of the
major challenges was bridging the
organizational gap. Putting together
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comical when observed by our coworkers.

I handled one misunderstanding
a time, and it continued until we hit a

Steve and
at

level playing field, at least in terms

of

terms," she said. With entirely new
concepts to absorb, she and Blair taught
each other a great deal.

They were willing to work and learn

from each other, Narcavage said, and
without that drive the project might have
failed early on. "There was

a

huge amount

of give and take. Some days were frustrating, as almost everything I touched was
new. We ended up with a profound respect
for each other."
After the initial phase, the two began
cross-training the rest of the staff involved

in the project. "Everyone attended an
initial course that simply covered the
basics of networking and telecommunica-

didn't speak the same language, but it also

Environment

35 staff members

person selected to work with Steve Blair,
the data engineer on the project. "Some of

tions. That really helped kick-start the
understanding among everyone that we

Penn Builds a Team for Open-Source

The University of Pennsylvania, an

contract."

In the early stages, the VoIP project

planning. Swarthmore co-manages its
systems with its maintenance provider,

involved with the netr,vork have to cover
a

daunting.

provided a realization that there is a lot of
expertise on both sides of the department,"
Narcavage said.'At the same time, it forced
us all to be in the same room at the same
time." Regular group meetings were held
to explain the merger process, and later to
build teams and brainstorm.
One of the critical lessons learned from
the project was developing the knowledge-

transfer process, but she cautions that this
process takes time to properly develop.
Sharing information with the entire

project team-from the developers to
the network operations center staff to
the communications team and the
6u516rnqr5-i5 necessary lor success.

creating its system in-house, such as
Penn is doing. The development, testing,

feedback, and documentation procedures in an open-source environment
require people to rethink the way they

Having been a phone-oriented
person for many years, Narcavage

function day-to-day.

initially brought to the project her
normal work philosophy: "Let's fix it
first, then figure out why it didn't work."
But in the VoIP world the impact of a
decision may reverberate. Narcavage and
others quickly learned that a wider range

of staff must be consulted, for instance,
before a patch is installed or a server
rebooted. The consultation and
communication point becomes even
more important if the organization is

txar

not neq but the list of

stakeholders involved has changed.
People need to be

willing to reconsider

decisions and make adjustments."

While the Penn team is now fully
integrating some of the service and
delivery processes. Responsibilities
among the former voice and data staff
now overlap to a great degree. Narcavage

ol t,-

r

ifi

t

Middlebury College is in "preconvermode. The PBX is maintained by

gence"

integrated, they continue working on

L

r

Middlebury Contemplating Change

As Narcavage points out, "The
process itself is

says she's proud of this integration,
believing the staff deserves a lot of credit
for being willing to learn, but also ready
to change day-to-day thinking, where
appropriate.

an outside vendor, but the network is

primarily self-maintained. Consequently, there is a disparity in the
number of staff and the technical skills.
As the college migrates toward VoIP and
other emerging communications
technologies, it plans to use its internal
knowledge base and some combination
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start talking and working together, the

that VoIP brought to the campus, the list
of five included the following:

still administered separately, the staff of

better off they will be long term.

.

both groups are in the same department.
Thomas Cutter, area director of systems
and infrastructure, heads up this new
combined area. He is enthusiastic about

Geoff Tritsch of Acentech

of strategic consulting and outsourcing.
V/hile voice and network systems are

the efficiencies convergence will bring,
new applications, and uses yet to be

imagined. These advances are only
possible with a converged communications infrastructure and staff.
"We are moving from a past that had
distinct separation of duties and even
separate management and reporting
structures," says Cutter. "There are some
a

history and differing cultures that
present unique challenges, but both
sides need to understand each other's
points of view and work toward
outcomes that are the best for all
involved and the institution as a whole."
Cutter believes that some of the
responsibilities of existing telecom,
server, and netrvork staff will be
modified as they work ever more closely
together. To that end, his desire is to
encourage greater staff development and

teamwork now to prepare for the future.
Conclusion

however, that the earlier the two groups

-

Consulting Division believes that the
culture of the organization also plays
critical role in the success of conver-

.
a

gence. He says that typically organizations take existing staff and reallocate,

retrain, and cross-train, or some
combination. Tritsch asserts,"Crosstraining has to work." Each organization
must find a way for it to work. However,
it does largely depend on the people
and how they are managed. Tiitsch
continues, "If they are interested and
excited about new opportunities, and

if

management is supportive, it will work.

If you get the'that's not my job'attitude,
you have a problem."
Tiitsch comments, "Though IT has
won the technical battle of VoIR telecom
has won the business model battle."
\A/hile current telecom staff needs to
learn about routers, switches, port status
and the like, the issues of customer
service and support remain telecom's

strong suit.

Changing the support model:
converging help desks

Compass

Redesigning workflow and trouble-

shooting checklists

.
.
.

Supporting triage arrangements
Handoff to the vendor

Tiaining staff

These

will Iikely

be key administrative

of emphasis for many of us as we
modify our way of doing business.
areas

Convergence is not easy, but the
commitment of everyone involved can
make a difference. When staff with
different skill sets come together, ideally
they learn to appreciate each other's

abilities and what they can contribute to
the project. As important is that
everyone knows what he or she will be
doing once the system is cut over.
Providing a stable work environment
and telling people what to expect before
you transition them and your systems
will pay off. As these examples illustrate,
the right combination of cross-training,
knowledge transfer, and inspired

At the ACUTA Spring Seminars in
Providence in April (where representa-

management do indeed result in an
integrated team.

tives from the schools discussed in this

Peggy Fischel is manager of telecom services

at Middlebury College in Middlebury, Vermont.

four schools indicate that there is no one
way to build voice and network

article made presentations), the benefits
ofVoIP were the topic of an open
discussion.'rVhen participants were

department convergence. It is clear,

asked

The experiences of the staffs at these

She can be reached at fischel@middlebury.edu.

V

to identifr the biggest challenges
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lnterview

Robert E. Hemenway, Ph.D.
University of Kansas
ACUTA: Some say campus IT infrastructures are now more of a commodity
and have diminished in strategic importance. Others say IT is more of an
integral part of the delivery of education than ever. Which position do you
take, and how do you see IT becoming a greater contributor to the educational mission? As the chancellor and chief executive, what do you see as the
unique challenges for IT at a university that spans multiple campuses and
includes a medical center?

As the 16th chancellor of the University of Kansas, Robert
E. Hemenway is the chief executive for the university, which

spans the main campus in Lawrence, the Edwards Campus in Overland Park, the Medical Center campus in Kansas City, and its clinical branch in Wichita.
Since coming to KU in lgg5, Hemenway has streamlined
KU administration, made the university more studenlcentered, and overseen KU's growing national reputation. Under Hemenway's leadership, KU has set a goal to be recognized as a Top 25 public university within the next five
years. Agrowing list of nationally ranked academic programs
and achievements of faculty and students support this goal.

Research funding at KU, a major source for Kansas economic development, has climbed sleadily, reaching a record

$274 million in fiscal year 2004. KU students win several of

Hemenway: An increasingly frequent and essential aspect of leading the
university is engagement with technological leaders on matters relevant to our
educational mission. I confer periodically with our chief Information officer,
Denise stephens, on issues and challenges driven by the influence of IT and the
criticality of the network to the work of the University of Kansas. My percep_
tions are influenced by what I continue to observe and learn in this area.
The basic services have, indeed, reached a commodity state. However, the
deployment and customization of these services still holds importance for the
higher education environment. Researchers are now able to access equipment,
laboratories, and data from new sources. Additionally, they are now able to
collaborate and share their findings, often in real-time with their peers.

students have a more ubiquitous access to class materials than ever before.
Whether in the classroom, the library, or their dorm room, students can
connect to whatever resources are required.
\A/hen interconnecting geographically dispersed campuses,

it

can be

the nation's most prestigious awards every year, including
the Rhodes, Goldwater, Marshall, and Udall scholarships,

difficult to offer the same online experience at each location. Fundamentally,
we are challenged with the need to maintain some services centrally, while

ln Kansas, Hemenway has performed a complex balancing
act, positioning KU as a major player in lhe movement to

addressing the need for specialized resources and interfaces across campuses.
KU is one university. Still, like other multi-campus institutions, we face

make the Greater Kansas City area a national center for life

sciences and information technology, while at the same time
forging skonger connections wtth the rural counties of wes!

ern Kansas.

complexity in both our diverse, distributed programs and in our approach to
providing effective technology solutions. This is especially true in the case of a
medical center, where heightened security measures due to federal regulations
are a must.

ACUTA: What role does the basic campus infrastructure play in helping KU
attain its goal of being a top 25 public university within the next five years?
Hemenway: From the standpoint of telecommunications and the network,
advances in wireless will allow students to be more mobile and have access to

information wherever it is needed. Advances in the wired network will allow
KU to connect to and participate in research initiatives taking place across the
globe. Advances in content delivery will allow instructors to use rich media
more effectively in the classroom (whether physical or virtual). our people will
have greater access to the tools and data resources they need to be productive
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from wherever they are. The convergence of voice, data, video, and applica-

tions over nerlvorks is where the future
is rapidly taking us. Our intelligent and
innovative deployment of these
capabilities will help make KU a leader
technologically, as well as instructionally
and in the research arena.

ACUTA: With frequent news reports of
both malicious and unintended
information security breaches from all
over the spectrum, is there a role for
higher education in developing national
policy initiatives to protect our critical
infrastructures such as telecommunications and information technology? If so,
what will it be?
Hemenway: As a frequent target of such
attacks, educational institutions are in a

how has that affected your prioritization of activity and resources? Were

Hemenway: KU has an emergency
operations plan and had begun work to

there pleasant surprises that enhanced

revise its existing emergency response

the recovery efforts?

plan prior to the storm in March. Based
on what we learned from that event, the
plan is being further improved. Our

Hemenway: We are working toward

minimizing our vulnerability to power
surges or loss. Previously, it was assumed
that redundant feeds, one from each side
of Lawrence, would be sufficient to
supply power to the critical infrastructure. However, we lost both feeds in the
March 2006 microburst event. We've
also experienced other less dramatic
power events since then. As a result, we
are making significant investments to

Emergency Operations Center was
assembled, and essential staff from

campus.

technology security knowledge and
institutional protocols to safeguard

times of emergency. By focusing on
maintaining a smaller subset of services,

institutional data resources and to
minimize the risk to our people from

the crisis becomes more manageable.
Further, recovery efforts are focused on

cyber harm. All universities invest in

these critical services, allowing the

securing their technology environments
as an operational necessity-and we are
learning a great deal. With this vast and

university to return to a productive state
more quickly. During the damaging
storm event in March, we successfully
brought up the network and all services
within 12 hours. If another event like

is constant.

ACUTA: After events such as the
devastating storm you experienced last
spring, there are opportunities to learn
and make changes in order to be better
prepared and to weaken the impact

another similar event were to occur.
did KU learn, and

\A/trat key lessons

if

of our last disaster. While it gave us an
excellent starting point, there were
weaknesses found that have been

and at other critical locations on the KU

critical services has allowed us to
prioritize and to conserve resources in

They are complex places where the need
to bring both understanding and change

every six months, and a "table top"
exercise was being considered at the time

addressed.

attempted incursions. As a community,
we have had to quickly ramp up our

growing experience at its disposal, the
higher education community is in a
good position to recommend how to
best defend against digital hostility.
Campuses are much like small cities'

expert outside consultants and knowledge inside assistance. It is reviewed

our power infrastructure with added
emergency power for our data center

The identification of the most

key position to learn from these

computing services develoPed a
technology-specific continuity plan with

During the storm event, our

across the university were on site and

recovery efforts were directed from there
by key university personnel. We had
regular monitoring and updates on the

telecommunications situation, which
played a large role in getting the
university back on its feet.
ACUTA: How are priorities for infrastructure technologies established and
implemented for short-term needs
versus long-term goals? How are

this one occurs, we hope to have even
better recovery time.

funding mechanisms established to
support the levels of prioritization?

ACUTA: Does KU have a current
business continuity plan, or will you be
developing one? Will/Did you manage

Hemenway: Basic technology refresh is

this in-house or call upon external
expertise to integrate with your camPus
personnel? What methodologies are in
place for formal plan review and refresh
to ensure the plan's viability? Following
the storm, what immediate actions were

necessary to move to newer Senerations

taken to assess the damage and Put

forward

a

plan for recovery?

being introduced as part of our funding
model. This captures the funding

of hardware and software in the existing
systems. For investments into different
technologies and services for the campus
at large, the university administration is

called upon for funding assistance.
Individual departments are also free to

fund new services if they have a unique
need.
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Fail

in

action very soon after the event. Damage
reports came directly to the EOC, and
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Long term improvements are

the infrastructure is used. As wireless

capabilities. Faculty increasingly use

essentially major priorities that require
planning and a fresh look at how major

speeds increase,

run more bandwidth-intensive applica-

capital projects can be implemented in a
timely way, given the real world fiscal

wireless in teaching (podcasting) and for
generally enhancing communication

tions, even video. As wireless coverage
grows, students and researchers alike

with students. Staff and administrators

limitations faced by all universities. The

will

short life span of the communications
infrastructure (requiring frequent

convenient to conduct work. Cellular is
adopting data capabilities just as Wi-Fi
is adopting voice capabilities, further

institutional

think aggressively about the future in

converging these previously distinct

road.

order to maximize our institution's

netrvorks. Not only will students be able
to move freely about campus with access

refresh or replacement) forces us to

scholarly, research, and productivity
gains through technology investment.

ACUTA: How does KU work with the
community in the provision of services,
and how does that impact the decisions
you make on the development of your
overall infrastructure?

it

becomes possible to

have the ability to go where

Students are not the only likely
beneficiaries of expanded wireless

Information Services division operate as
cost-recovery units, and therefore charge
for the services they provide. The service
subscription level directly drives how
much money is put into the infrastructure. Onetime funding is also used to
execute specific network-related projects

that address current needs, or facilitate
near-term inlrastructu re improvements.
Other services are funded centrally.

within

the user community periodically to
check their effectiveness and rely

increasingly on regular user engagement
to anticipate communications technology needs.

ACUTA: Wireless technologies are
bringing new strategies for all facets of
operation from disaster preparedness to
everyday voice communications. In
what ways do you expect wireless
technologies will impact the education
and the administration at KU in the
next couple of years?
Hemenway: Wireless holds the greatest

potential for significantly changing how

is

to their academic systems, but soon they
also have the freedom of roaming
any,r,vhere with the same level of access.

will

Hemenway: Many functions within our

These groups hold assessments

it

1.
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will continue to adopt

these technoloto promote time management,
decision making, immediate response to
gies

issues, and the real-time management
assets

of

in the field or on the

ACUTA thanks Dr. Hemenway for taking the
time to share his thoughts and insights with us
on this important topic. Learn more about KU

when you visit their website at wwuku.edu.

Making Communications Accessible

by Paul Spicer
Spicer & Associates
Debra Ruh

TecAccess

On the Iast day of Sean StaPleford's
junior year in high school he dived into
the James River-and broke his neck.
The year was 1972, and he was patalyzed

spent a year and a half in the early 1970s
being rehabilitated, learning to oPerate a
motorized wheelchair, and continuing
his education.

from his shoulders down.
Today he lives in the Virginia Home,
an adult residential-care facility within
eyeshot of Byrd Park, in Richmond,

also learned to oPerate electric

picnicking city dwellers.

mouth stick,

typewrit-

ers and computer terminals using a
a

lightweight wooden

dowel or metal tube with a Plastic
mouthpiece on one end that was held
between the teeth, and a rubber tip at

to website while communicating with
others using a host of assistive technolo-

the other.

gies. A computer monitor, suspended
lrom an overhead swing arm. is

TecAccess, Stapleford telecommutes each

mounted on his headboard, and an
environmental control unit (ECU)

He is taking advantage not onlY of a

operates as a universal remote controlaccessing his TV VCR, stereo, phone, the
nurse call bell, and his electric bed.
Despite limited use of his hands,
Stapleford can Press keys, turn pages,
and operate switches and speakerphones
with ease. This ability to navigate the

world of technology has allowed him to
experience meaningful recreation,

socialization, emPloYment-and
education.

In recent years advancements in

Now, working for Richmond-based
day

from his room at the Virginia Home.

recent move toward telecommuting in
the government, business, and educa-

tional sectors, but also ofa general push
throughout the world to make technology more accessible to disabled computer users and the elderly. As many
advocacy and technology experts agree,
build ramps and elevators in lieu of

we

stairs, so it's high time we made

electronic and information technology
accessible as well.
How Does This Affect Higher Education?

electronic and information technology

According to the 2000 census, more than
20 percent of the 281 million people in

have helped StaPleford and others

the United States have functional

around the world become more
integrated into day-to-day life. However,
it wasn t always that waY. A long

disabilities. More than 56 million
people with functional disabilities in the

rehabilitation process followed
Stapleford's high school accident. He

Fall

other things, computer science, binary
and hexadecimal number systems, and
other fundamentals of computers. He

Virginia. The park contains three lakes
and teems with children, wildlife, and
Inside his home, Stapleford skillfully
operates a "mouth stick" to navigate his
computer screen, jumping from website

40

Stapleford was trained in, among
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United States earn $1.2 trillion in
income ar.rd have more than $175 billion
in annual discretionarY income.

What this means is that peopie with
disabilities are last becoming a very
significant portion not only of the
technology market, but also of the
growing e-learning landscape. With

cannot use the voice-based telephone
system. Telecommunications relay
services are now developing to address

increasing disposable income, advancements in assistive technology, and the

some of these needs; yet they are a type
of technical Band-Aid, requiring the
user to first acquire an extra device (text
telephone or telecommunications

further their education,
students with disabilities are likely to be

display device) and then communicare
through an operator to another party.

desire to

part of your next online classroom.
Understanding how best to use
assistive technology is a crucial step in
accommodating this growing student
base. To help make

this happen,

TecAccess and Stapleford's team

of

accessibility experts are currently
collaborating with such institutions as
George Washington University, the
University of Kansas, Oklahoma State
University, and Virginia Commonwealth

Many text telephones use Baudot code,
an extremely slow mode of transmission. Technologies are now emerging
that could eventually replace this system.
There are nontechnical barriers to
telecommunications as well. For
example, people who use text telephones
have iittle assurance that thev can

communicate with educational institutions and government offices, even those
that are listed as having text telephones.
Workers, who are often untrained in text
telephone use, hang up the phone
because they don't recognize the sound

of a text telephone call.
Other telecommunications considerations include the following:

.

Nonproprietary standard signal
protocols. Telecommu nications systems
must transmit in Baudot code at 45.5
baud or in ASCHII at 300 baud. These

two protocols are nonproprietary, which
implies that they are not part of a
product's standard functionality.

University.
\A4tile many schools are following
their lead, there are still many institutions that have not taken the simple and
cost-effective steps to make education
inclusive for all. In fact, according to a
recent study by the National Center for

Education Statistics, 95 percent of
postsecondary institutions use the Web
to offer distance education, yet only lg
percent of institutions make the content
accessible to students

\{hile

with disabilities.

there is no magic bullet,

accessible design is a very real possibility

when a number of basic steps and
factors are considered, as evidenced by
these institutions. Stapleford and
TecAccess are

proving that the concept is

not difficult.
Here's How They Do lt: Best practices in
Telecommun ications

For many people with disabilities, access
to basic telephone service is still nothing
to take for granted. People who are deaf,
hard of hearing, or speech-impaired

TCALL
A Division ot

(800)356-9148

.

€lmlELCO

(608)838-41 94

www.lcall.com/acutal
info@lcall.com
4800 Curtin

Drive. McFarland, Wl 53558

.

Interactive voice response system.
Interactive voice response systems
(IVRSs) pose a definite obstacle to TTY
users since they cannot hear the options
provided. Voicemail also has to be
accessible to TTY subscribers who want

to check their voicemail boxes.
To render accessibilitY, sPecial
software can be applied to IVRS so the
user can recognize TTY tones. Another

technique is to route TTY calls. The
IVRS presents a voice message followed
by a pause and then TTY tones. The
hearing caller is thus routed to the audio

prompts while the TTY caller is routed
to TTY prompts. A third method is to
have two interactive resPonse systemsone for hearing callers and another for

TTY callers.

.

Time response. Individuals who have
cognitive or dexterity impairments may
not be able to comPlete a Phone
transaction quickly enough since they
may have difficulty accessing the
telephone buttons. TTY users who call
through a TRS also may have problems
since the calling assistance may not have

enough time to relay the caller's message
on to the answering system. Therefore,
alerts should be provided on the IVRS
asking users if more time is needed.

.

Caller ID. Persons who have vision
or other impairments may be unable to
read caller ID information on liquid

volume controls with the intermediate
setting at 12 decibels (db) and a
maximum setting of 20 db.
Best Practices in Video and Multimedia

.

Caption decoders. CaPtions are
written text that appears on the bottom
of a monitor or comPuter screen' They
reflect dialogue being spoken during a
presentation or Program and sound
effects, such as laughter and off-screen

noise. Captions benefit individuals who
would like to learn another language as
well as those whose hearing is limited.

be able to access and oPerate self-

accessible self-contained products

product must come with a decoder.
Analog and digital televisions, along
with computer screens, must have
closed-caption circuitry. However'
analog screens that are 13 inches or less
and digital screens that are 7.8 inches or
Iess are not required to have decoding
capabilities.

.

Audio descriPtions. An audio

description oI a video presentation
enables individuals who are blind to
experience the visual content. Audio

program (SAP) feature of stereo
televisions. SAP enables each channel to
have a secondary audio channel where
audio descriptions or foreign transla-

suffer from hearing loss have difficulty
comprehending words, Yet theY are

tions of the channel's programs may be
transmitted.

sensitive to loud noises. Therefore,
telephone systems must have adjustable

'

Fall

printers. Persons with disabilities must

reader, to the systems. ExamPles

who could only use analog Phones.

42

Examples of such systems include
copiers, calculators, fax machines, and

whereas closed captions only appear
when the viewer selects them. To enable
closed captioning, the multimedia

Audio descriPtions usuallY are
broadcast through the secondary audio

Adjustable volume. Persons who

Self-contained Products. Selfcontained products are technological
systems that have embedded software'

the screen without viewer selection,

implemented. Until recently' caller IDs
also presented an obstacle for TTY users,

.

.

contained products without connecting

crystal displays (LCDs). To resolve the
issue, voice caller IDs should be

TTY compliant.

captions. Since these oPtions are
presented through a menu PromPt on
the screen, an equivalent audio pron-rpt
should accompany the visual one.

Captions can be oPen or closed'
Open captions aPpear automatically on

descriptions are synchronized with the
presentation's soundtrack. Portions are
narrated at points where otherwise
silence would occur naturallY.

However, new telePhone systems are

captions should provide user-selection
features. Vielvers can select or deselect
the features and choose the position of

User selection. Televisions and other
multimedia systems that have closed
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assistive technologies, such as a screen

of

include printers that have easilY
reachable controls and fax machines that
have identifiable buttons. However,
assistive technologies such as mouth
sticks and head pointers still can be used

without attachment to the products.

.

Timed response. As with webPages
and telecommunications products, selfcontained Products often have functions

with timed responses. If a user does not
enter a fax number within a certain
amount of time, for instance, the fax
machine disconnects. This scenario may
occur frequently with persons who have
dexterity imPairments.
Self-contained Products must

provide alerts that the time for an
interaction to be completed will expire
soon. An option also must be given for
extra time.

.

Controls and keys. Besides telecommunications products, self-contained
systems also should have controls that
are tactilely discernable and operable
with minimum effort. A good examPle
is a touch screen where an area does

not

have to be pressed for a certain period in
order to be activated. Furthermore, the

controls should have audio and visual
indication when they are selected or
deselected.

.

Biometric forms of identification.
Biometric forms of identification or
control are prints of an individual's

Color coding. As with software and
Web applications, color alone should
not convey information regarding selfcontained products. This guideline
benefits all users, not only those with

physical aspect, such as a fingerprint or a

voiceprint, that are implemented

.

as

security measures.

cognitive or visual impairments.
Different colored buttons on a printer,
for instance, must have text labels to
identi$, their functions.

.

able to hold a finger on the screen so a

Color contrast. Users may need to
adjust color and color settings in selfcontained products. Some people may
be sensitive to brightness and thus
cannot distinguish text. Others may

print can be taken. In those circum-

need a sharp contrast between back-

stances, the system must accept a non-

ground and foreground colors.

biometric
identification number).

.

Persons with disabilities may not be
able

to

systems

access such self-contained

biometrically. For instance,

a

person with cerebral palsy may not be

alternative (e.g., a personal

.

Nonproprietary audio signals. Users
must be able to manipulate audio
output on information kiosks in schools,
for instance, if they would like to hear
the audio again or stop it. Furthermore,
these self-contained systems must be
compatible with the standard connector
of nonproprietary headsets or earplugs
that individuals with visual impairments
carry sometimes.

.

seizures. To prevent episodes from

occurring, an option should be provided
that would stop the flickering.
Reachable controls. Persons

in

wheelchairs may have difficulty reaching
operable controls (e.9., the print or stop

button) on equipment such as printers
and copiers. Once again, controls and

Incremental volume control and
reset. The Occupation Health and Safety

parts that involve maintenance or repair

Administration and the American

The following guidelines prevent
operable controls from being too high,
too low or out of the reach of the user:

Speech-Language-Hearing Association
have determined that the standard

volume level of speech is 65 db. Information kiosks, such as those in museum
displays, must have a minimum volume
level of65.

If background noise interferes with
the audio output of the self-contained

product, individuals with partial hearing
may have difficulty comprehending the
information. The minimum interference level is 45 db. To override ambient
noise, the self-contained product must
provide an option to allow users to raise
the volume 20 db higher than 45 db.

of self-contained products are exempt.

1. The front part of the selfcontained product, otherwise known
as the vertical plane, must be a
maximum of 48 inches high.

2. The

reach range

ofan operable

control should not be more than l0
inches if the self-contained system is
a

maximum of 54 inches and

minimum of

a

maximum of 46 inches and

minimum of

a

15 inches above the

ground.

.

Desktop and portable computers.
Unlike self-contained products, desktop
and portable computers can contain
assistive technologies, such as screen
readers and magnifiers. Like self-

contained and telecommunications
products, however, desktop and portable
computers must have accessible controls
and keys.

Additionally, computers must have
nonproprietary connectors so develop-

of assistive technologies are assured

that their devices can interface with
computer systems. Standard connectors
include RS-232, Centronics, SCSI
interfaces, PCMCIA, or USB.
Communication for All

to information is the critical core
of education. Those who provide

Access

communications technology services on
campus have far more resources today
than ever before, and thus also have a
greater responsibility to provide access
for the disabled to all the opportunities
of higher education.
As president and CEO of TecAccess, Debra
Ruh brings over 20 years of experience
creating technology solutions for private firms,
government agencies, universities, and non-

profit organizations. lnspired by her daughter,
Sara, who has Down's syndrome, Debra has

built a successful, award-winning company
with more than 60 associates worldwide, most
of whom are people with disabilities. Contact
Debra

at

druh@tecaccess.net.

Paul Spicer, speaker, author, and founder of
Spicer & Associates, regularly advocates for
people with disabilities and accessibility issues

15 inches above the

worldwide. Paul can be reached at

floor.

3. The reach range of

a

ers

No flashing or flickering. Flashing or
flickering on the screens of selfcontained products may cause persons
with photosensitive epilepsy to have

.

inches if the self-contained system is

pau lspicer@spicerassociates.com.

an operable

control should not be more lhan 24
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Sinclair Community College Secure
LAN Strategy Project
The Sinclair Community College

strategy for a Secure LAN Solution. l'his

Information Technology Services
(ITS) team is responsible for

strategy was completed in October 2004,
and it has provided a road map for the

maintaining a secure, manageable,
and scalable IT system that
facilitates a balance between secure

and collaborative network
computing for the college's
students, faculty, and staff.

Information Technology Services
had completed a great deal of work
Smtt McCollum from Sinclair Community College
accepted the Award for lnstitutional Excellence in
Communications Technology at the Annual
Conference in San Diego. Left to right: ACUTA
President 2005-06 Patricia Todus, McCollum,
Awards Committee Chair and lmmediate Past
President Tamara Closs, and Rick Cunningham,
PAETEC Communications, sponsor of the Award,

researching, testing, and implementing technologies that address
specific issues for the college netr,vork;

This project was initiated to build

challenges in achieving a truly secure

LAN solution.
Most network infrastructures allow
unrestricted access once a connection is
made by a client with the assumption
that the only necessary security is to
protect the resources on the network
cated authentication and access control

communication on the network as fast
and efficiently as possible. This leaves the
entire network exposed to any software
that can take advantage of this openness
to find and exploit vulnerabilities in the
connected systems.

A unique approach used in this
of a partnership
between the college and a provider of
free wireless services. Because the

partner uses the same wireless equipment as the college, the partner's
wireless network has been designed with
the ability to access the college's secure
wireless access over the same equipment.
This has been beneficial to both the
college and the wireless partner as the
college obtained additional wireless
services and coverage areas at no cost

The growth in wireless networking
on the Sinclair campus, the need to
provide protection from the introduction of wired and wireless "guest"
computing devices, and the need to
protect the network from the prolifera-

using its secure wireless access system,
and the wireless partner gained addi-

tion of network-borne viruses and
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be connected.

system was the creation

mechanisms. The main goal is to route

Fa I

limit the type of communication
that they will forward. These limitations
vary based on the type of user and the
type ol device that is attempting to
connect to the network. This puts the
control over the network's security into
the hands of the college rather than at
the mercy of the various devices that can
can

servers where there are very sophisti-

M

tion, verification, and provisioning of
guest and unknown devices; and the
identification, isolation, and
remediation of problems with
unpatched or virus-infected PCs and
other devices.
intelligence into network devices so they

however, the college faced some complex

worms caused the ITS team to develop

implementation of network switch portbased authentication; the authentica-

tional installation areas and customers.
a

The Secure LAN Strategy defines a
clear path toward a network where
access to network resources on the entire
Sinclair Community College campus is
based on the role of the user, the

configuration of the computing device
he or she is using, and the verifiability

that the device is problem-free. When
the plan has been fully implemented, no
computer will be able to communicate
on the Sinclair network, via wired or
wireless connectivity, without the user of
the device passing an authentication
process. The plan also provides for
different levels of access based on
whether the device is a Sinclair-imaged
computer or a device with an unknown
configuration.
Planning, Leadership, and Management

Support

LAN solution, but to address the
significant challenges involved, the team
defined the Secure Network project for
inclusion in the IT division's master
plan, a major component of the
division's planning and budgeting
process. The college's administration
provided the funds to proceed, and the
project began with exploration of the IT

of

available products and to acquire

additional expertise. Blue Spruce
Technologies, Inc., was selected to help
develop the Secure LAN Strategy
because much of the infrastructure and

tools that were in place were from
Enterasys Netr,vorks and many of the
Blue Spruce staffwere former Enterasys
employees.

The development of the strategy
began with a vision of the desired end
state which included these components:

.

Role based access

.

Differentiation between known and
unknown

It combines events on the
network with those on the hosts,
switches, and routers to help provide
automated threat detection, isolation,

.
.
.

Definition of what is unallowable

and containment.

Separation of users/systems by risk
level

NetSight Atlas Management Suife. This

suite of software products enhances the

Registration of unknown devices
The definition of the Secure LAN

Strategy allowed us to evaluate existing
resources for their ability to

attacks.

.

Quarantine of policy violators

fit within

security, management, troubleshooting,
and control of all infrastructure devices.
The products used are:

the framework and identifir gaps where

1.

other products or new procedures were
needed. The college's administration has
been very supportive of security
initiatives and maintaining up-to-date

command and control console from
which all NetSight management
products are launched. It also provides
a centralized console for enterprise wide

technologies, so there was already a

monitoring of all infrastructure

significant investment in products and
technologies that could meet the goals of
the strategy, including the following:
. Enterasys

ITS was already working toward a secure

marketplace to get a broader view

.

Matrix E7/N7 Switches. A

total of 29 seven-slot modular switch
chassis connected at the edge via gigabit

NetSight Atlas Console. The

equipment.

2.

NetSight Inventory Manager. This
component enables the centralized
management of all infrastructure
components cohesively as a system,
keeps a centralized database of all

fiber uplinks to Enterasys 8600 core
routers. Each edge switch is connected
to two separate core routers using VRRP
to provide redundancy in case of link

infrastructure components and provides
for data collection and reporting.

failure. Each building contains at least

defined and allocated at the port level

one edge switch supporting one to three

each switch, across the entire enterprise.

separate networks.

These policies define the types

. Enterasys X-Pedition 8600 Router.

communication allowed on each port.

The

3.

NetSight Poliry Manger. This
component allows policy rule sets to be

of

of

. McAfee VirusScan and ePolicy Orches-

network core consists of one 8600 router
in buildings 2,5, ),2, and 13 connected
in a meshed topology via single-mode
fiber to provide full redundancy. The
X-Pedition 8600 delivers full-function,
wire-speed IP routing using OSPF and
IGMP and DVMRP.

trator (ePO). Virus detection and
removal is a critical capability within
any network to ensure uninterrupted
availability of services. However, the
ability to ensure that every computer has
the software loaded and that the

. Enterasys Dragon IDS. The Dragon

software continues to function as it

provides high-speed sensors to detect

should is a nearly impossible task.
ePoliry Orchestrator is a software
solution that enables ITS to centrally
manage and enforce antivirus policies
transparent to the users. According to
policies that are enforced VirusScan is

security events such as network misuse,
network intrusions, system exploits, and
virus propagations. In addition, it
facilitates the analysis of forensic data to
determine the impact of nefivork
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installed and constantly running, and
virus definitions are updated within one
hour of their release by McAfee.
Memory scans take place every hour,
and every file is scanned when it is
opened. If any of these policies are not

computers and builds lab-specific
images that contain the software
required in various departmental
academic labs. The software tools listed
above are all part of this core, so the
ability to identifi, imaged workstations

detected, they are enforced within

from other devices allows the network to

5

minutes.

treat imaged PCs as trustworthy.

In addition to detecting viruses,
McAfee VirusScan 8.0i includes firewall

The Five-Step Plan

capabilities, sp)nvare detection and
removal, and buffer-overflow preven-

tion. ePolicy Orchestrator distributes
updates to VirusScan settings to all
campus users without any user or

technician intervention.
.

Altiris. Desktop workstation images are

deployed using software from Altiris

that uses IP multicasting to install an
entire lab of computers concurrently via
a single stream

ofdata that is sent across

the network infrastructure. Processes are

in development to use Altiris to
install individual applications or updates
to applications over the netlvork.
also

. Microsoft's Windows Server Update
Seryice. Keeping desktop operating

system software updated is critical in

order to prevent the exploitation of
vulnerabilities that are regularly
discovered and patched within the

Windows operating system. With the
increase

in network-based attacks, the

removal of viruses and spl.ware from a
computer is not sufficient. Other
computers can take advantage of
vulnerabilities in the operating system
through its net\,vork connection. ITS
uses Microsoft Windows Server Update
Service (WSUS) to distribute patches to
the operating system that are made
available as vulnerabilities are discovered.

ITS maintains a standard "core"

Fall

imaged PC is recognized by the system,

nologies that could be used within that
strategy, we needed to develop a plan

for

implementing the strategy, identif| gaps
in our existing technology, and determine how to plug these gaps. The
resulting plan consists of five phases:

Dving

this phase the various roles were defined
that would be used to categorize
network users and the type of access that
they would be given. Initially the roles
would be manually assigned to ports
based on the type of user connected to
that port. However, once the authentication phases were implemented, the role
would be dynamically assigned using
groups within Active Directory.
Phase 2: Network Management System

NMS ) Application Configuration. The

NMS applications assist in the administrative tasks necessary to quickly
perform tasks such as device manage-

the user's role is defined upon login to a

network switch-port and the policy that
enforces that user role is applied.
Phase 5:

Authentication of non-imaged

devices.

In this phase, non-imaged PCs

are scanned by the system, and

if the

PC

has problems, the system places the PC

in

a predefined

quarantine role. Ifthe

PC has no problems or its problems
have been remediated,

it

is provided

"Web only" access.
Some challenges that needed to be
addressed in these phases included the

following:

'

Creating policies that allow secure
communication between network users
and systems while simultaneously
preventing threats from spreading.

. Mapping the Sinclair business
functions which are modeled in the
Windows Active Directory OUs with
effective and manageable network usage

ment, switch configuration backup and
restore, firmware upgrades, device
inventory management and change
control, and policy configuration and
deployment.

policies.

Dynamic Intrusion Response
(DIR). In this phase, response processes
to netlvork security events were
implemented. This phase brought
together work that was done in the two

registration/remediation server for the
purpose of validating PC configuration.

Phase 3:

workstation image for employee

46

Authentication of imaged devices.
This phase addresses the authentication
steps for imaged PCs (a Sinclair PC with

Phase 4:

antivirus and security patches). After the

Strategy and identified existing tech-

(

quarantine role when a security evenl
from that
port.
a

is identified as being sourced

standard set of software including

Once we had created the Secure LAN

Phase 1: Acceptable Use Policy.

earlier phases by dynamically changing
the user role assigned to a switch port to
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'

Identi$ring imaged Yersus nonimaged PCs and assigning "gold"
network access to imaged PCs.

.

.

Redirecting non-imaged PCs to a

Ensuring that the machine meets an

acceptable level

of security or complies

with Sinclair's Acceptable-Use

Policy.

'

Identifi,ing aviable 802.1X client for
non-Windows-XP systems that will be
compliant with the security goals of the
Sinclair network.

Figure 1. Sinclair Network Access Levels

'

Determining the best EAP type for
desktop 802. I X authentication.

Access Level

lJser

Device

Level One: This is the highest level
of access. The user must login with

College Employees: This includes
all faculty, staff, and student

College-Owned Laptops
and tablet PCs with the

their Sinclair network username and
password.

employees. lt also includes student
use of login lDs that are assigned to

Sinclair Administrative
Software lmage

campus lab computers.

Additional technologies that would
need to be implemented to meet the

requirements of the plan included:

.

NetSight Automated Security

Manager (ASM). This additional
component of the NetSight suite

Level Two: "Web Only" access
similar to the type of access when

College Employees: This includes
all faculty, staff, and student

connected to the lnternet offcampus. The user must login with

employees. lt also includes student
use of login lDs that are assigned to

their Sinclair network username and

campus lab computers

password.

"Guest"

access granting "Web Only"

routing infrastructure with the Dragon
IDS to automatically take action on the
network, down to the port level, when

srmilar to when a user ls connected
to the lnternet off-campus. A login is

the role assigned to a switch port,
thereby changing the allowable commu-

nication for the connected device.

.

Microsoft Windows Server 2003
Internet Authentication Service (IAS).
The Microsoft IAS Server is a Remote
Authentication Dial In User Service
(RADIUS) server. A RADIUS server
accepts authentication requests

from

netlvork devices and forwards them to
an authentication server, which, in a
Windows Server 2003 domain, is the
domain controller. The authentication
server confirms or denies the authentication request and forwards the result to
the RADIUS server, which in turn
forwards it to the device requesting
authentication.

.

Cisco Clean Access. This is a system

that authenticates, authorizes, evaluates,
and remediates wired, wireless, and
remote users and their machines prior
to allowing users onto the network. It
identifies whether networked devices
such as laptops, personal digital
assistants, or even game consoles are

lmage or not owned by the
college: PDAs, non-imaged
laptops, personal laptops,
smart phones, etc.

Level Three: This is a

integrates the Enterasys switching and

an attack is identified using NetSight
Policy Manager to dgramically modify

Devices without the
Sinclair Administrative

access

Anyone: This includes all students
and the public.

Any Type

of

Device

NOT required.

compliant with the network's security
policies and repairs any vulnerabilities
before permitting access to the production network.
Once the plan was defined, it became
clear that a different wireless technology

would be required to implement the
same controls placed on the wired
infrastructure for wireless access. In
order to meet the requirements of this
strategy, a new wireless technology

from

Airespace, which has since been acquired
by Cisco, was selected through an RFP

on the type of user and the type

of

device that is being connected. Level
One would provide authenticated users

on college-owned, imaged devices to
connect with the highest user access.
The second level access allows authenticated users to use non-college owned or

non-imaged devices to connect, but at
lower level of "Web only" access to the
network. The third level of service is
what can be thought of as "guest"
network access. (See Figure l.)

Even though we defined the Level 3

on the wireless network using multiple
WLANs, each with a different SSID and

within the plan, we had no
immediate interest in providing the
guest access due to the costs of the
infrastructure as well as the cost of
supporting this type of access. This led
us to investigate vendors that would be
willing to bear these costs and provide

authentication method.

the service that our customers would

"thin" access
controlling switch.

process. This system uses a

point with

a central

The roles of the Acceptable Use Policy,

which are implemented on the wired
ports using VLANs, are made possible

The Acceptable Use Policy that was
developed in Phase I ofthe project
defined an access framework based on
three levels of service. Each Ievel
provides a different level of service based

a

access

require. In August 2005, the College
signed a contract with Harborlink to
provide the guest wireless access in
various public spaces in all of Sinclair's
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Because

Harborlink

uses the same

wireless equipment as the College,

Harborlink's wireless netr,vork has been
designed with the ability to access the
college's secure wireless netlvork over
the same equipment.
The contract with Harborlink not
only provides the guest wireless access at
no cost to the college, it also allows ITS
to extend wireless access into 30 more
areas on the Dayton campus at no

initial phases were all fairly easy to
implement in short time-frames due to
their minimal impact on existing

As soon as a connected device is

powered on, it is required to authenticate using 802.lx. The nenvork switch

authentication request to IAS

services. The authentication phases have
both been implemented but will take
several months to make fully functional
due to the changes that must be made to
the computers and other netlvork

passes the

attached devices. These changes are

Policy. Ifthe device authentication fails,

currently underway using documented
processes, and the netlvork grows more

the device is isolated into a quarantine
VLAN. This separate network authenti-

and if it is successful, the user is required

to authenticate. Ifthe user authentication succeeds, he or she is provided with
the access defined by the Acceptable Use

cates the user and then requires

additional cost. Harborlink is
also working with the City of
Dalton to provide free

the machine to be scanned and
remediated if it is found to have

vulnerabilities. The user who is
able to be authenticated on a
device that was not authenticated is provided with Web-only
access but only after the scanning
and remediation steps are

wireless access throughout

downtown Dayon. This
would eventually expand the
guest access available inside

Sinclair campus buildings to
the outside areas around the
campus buildings.

performed.

Initial wireless

access

for

Promotion of Technology and

college-owned laptops and tablet

Maturity of Effort

PCs began in August 2005. The

The Secure LAN Strategy,

contract with Harborlink for the

completed in October 2004,

guest wireless access was

with every step toward the

has provided (1) a road map for the

secure

implementation of network authentication for all computers that connect to
the Sinclair network; (2) controlled
access for unknown devices; and (3) the

project's completion.
The first three phases of the project
are complete, and all 20 of the campus's

with unpatched or virus-infected PCs.

buildings are protected by the Acceptable Use Policy. We currently have the
full plan implemented on the netrvork

The plan defines a clear path toward a

switches that support two of the

network where access to network
resources is based on the role of the user,

college's buildings. One of the buildings

the configuration of the computing

the other is a newly opened Learning

device they are using, and the verifiabil-

Center in Englewood, a suburb

ity that the device is problem free.

Dayton. All network switch ports in
these two buildings are not only

isolation and remediation of problems

Implementation of the plan began in
December 2004 with the definition

of

is on the downtown Dayton campus and

of

protected by the Acceptable Use Policy,

the various authentication roles for users

they also require authentication of

and devices. The next 2 phases, NMS

devices and users

and Dynamic Intrusion Response, were

the network.

completed in February 2005. These 3
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completed in late August 2005. The
guest wireless access and the expanded

trying to connect to

wireless access areas were implemented

in early November 2005. The wireless
control process is functionally the
same as the wired process that was
described above, even though the
technologies and methods used are
different.
access

ITS extensively promoted the
expanded wireless services to the
campus community. AWeb page and

other documentation were created to
provide information about wireless
services to Sinclair faculty, staff,and
students. Sinclair's publications
department created posters, flyers, and
table tents to advertise the expanded
wireless services around campus.

ITS also worked with Sinclair's Web

virtual tour of
wireless services on the Dalton campus.
The tour is found at http://
tour.sinclair.edu/. The wireless tour was
integrated into the existing campus
virtual tour, and it includes maps of
systems team

to create

a

wireless access areas and user support

information. The campus wireless
project was featured in the Dalton Daily

to be secure as well. This is the balance
that must be maintained through the
implementation of this plan. In
addition, Sinclair Community College
will be able to protect and enhance its
reputation of the institution as one who
leads the way in IT innovation.
Cost, Benefit, and Risk Analysis
Enterasys acknowledges Sinclair as an

Customer Satisfac{ion and Results to Date

News as an economic development

important partner in the use of its

innovation for downtown Dayton.

technologies and agreed to combine the
ASM software with a large purchase of
equipment as a donation to a
fundraising campaign run by the
Sinclair Foundation-

Though another institution may use
different tools, the problems that all
networks are faced with are similar, and
the concepts employed by Sinclair to
develop a secure LAN could be adapted
and used by any institution.
Quality, Performance, and Productivity

ASM is a key component in creatinS
a secure network due to its ability to
r e cognize inappropriate network
communication and dynamically change
a computer's ability to communicate
over the network. Afler the acquisition
of ASM, ITS had all of the tools

Measurements

The greatest quality, performance and

Security incidents can create
intangible costs to the college such as
lost productivity or lack of customer
satisfaction. In addition, they can create
breaches of confi dential information
that could cause financial penalties for
the College. Minimizing the possibility
of these types of incidents is absolutely
critical.

Changes within the network infrastructure are being phased in to ensure that
each set of changes are thoroughly tested
before the next changes are applied. The
result is an increasingly secure network
that protects user productivity from the

malicious or accidental spread of
network-borne threats.

All wireless

access and wireless

devices are now 100 percent secured by

there was much planning that needed to

this system. This project increased the
number of wireless access locations,
allowed faculty and staff to be more
productive by accessing the campus

itself but by the system's results. The
positive impact of a secure, dependable,

be completed to ensure that the new and

network wirelessly, increased student

and available LAN on the productivity

be integrated

productivity measurements are those
experienced by users who are not
impacted by the secure LAN system

necessary to complete its vision,

of campus faculty, staff and students
can't be measured in dollars. However,

but

previously installed technologies would

into

a single, interactive

system.
a

system that is not secure and dependable
can have a huge impact on productivity,

which is directly related to costs.
Every person who uses, or attempts

ACUTA congratulates Sinclair Community

BlueSpruce Technologies, a company

founded by some of the creators of the
ASM product, was selected to help
develop the plan. Once the plan was
complete, ITS and BlueSpruce began

to use, the Sinclair Community College

discussing its implementation. This

network including current and future
students, alumni, and conference/

developed into a second commitment
with BlueSpruce in which the company
would assist ITS in all of the plan's

seminar attendees, develops an opinion

about the network. This experience
contributes to user opinion ofSinclair
an educational institution and ultimately affects enrollment and funding.

In today's IT climate, users expect
the network to be everyvrhere and
available at all times, but they expect

it

satisfaction with the college, and
benefited guests and visitors.
College, winner of the 2006 lnstitutional
Excellence Award. The information presented
here was taken from the documentation they

submifted for this award. lf you have questions
about Sinclair's Secure LAN Strategy, contact

Scoft McCollum, Director, lnformation
Technology Services, at
scott.mccollum@sinclair.edu.

project phases.
as

The contract with Harborlink not
only provides guest wireless access at no
cost to the college, it also allows ITS to
extend wireless access areas into

additional areas on the Da1'ton campus
at no additional cost.
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Here's My Advice

data systems, distributed and integrated
audiovideo systems, and safety and

continued from page 52

industry
increasingly adopts the 2004 edition of
As the construction

the MasterFormat, the number

of

security systems, as well as building
automation systems. In addition to
understanding how buildings are
designed and constructed, this person

certifications and publications, in
addition to the MasterFormat, that can
help you and your staff get up to speed
with the processes and methods used by
the construction industry. In particular,

from the construction industry
for assistance with planning and

should also understand related building

the CDT certification and Project
( PRM ) are excellent

systems such as mechanical and

::'.T'.:.'*ual

designing CLA systems will increase.

electrical systems.

In the communications industry,
groups such as BICSI and TIA are

requests

The key to success is participating

as

early in the process as possible.

Another important effort will be to

"Participating" can range from
ensuring that a CLA consultant is
brought on board to work alongside the
architect and engineers to assigning
someone from your staff to prepare the

with the department on your campus

drawings, specifications, and estimates

the design and construction process and

for the project. This person should be
well versed in AutoCAD, product
speci$,ing, and cost estimating. Ideally,
the CLA consultant or staff person
should be familiar with backbone and
horizontal cabling systems, voice and

often at odds with the design and
construction team. This can no longer

releasing publications and standards
that help to define the CLA requirements and provide guidance when
planning the CLA systems. BICSI's
(www.bicsi.org) series of design manuals
and TIA standards 569B for pathways
and spaces and 6064. for administration
are tremendous resources when
planning and designing CLA systems.

be the case.

Tom Rauscher specializes in design and

establish a solid working relationship

that facilitates the design and construction of new buildings. Historically, the
communications technology department has been outside the loop during

As you look

for useful resources, CSI

(www.csinet.org) has a number of

documentation services at Archi-Technology.
Reach Tom at tomr@archi-technology.com.
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PIanning, Designing, and Constructing
a Building
Technology and communica-

evolved to a point that they can no longer be

tions systems have become
commonplace in a typical

figured out during or after construction.

building. The network

tion (CLA) systems and the mechanical,
electrical, and plumbing (MEP) systems that

has

become an information

transporting system (ITS) that
is very capable of transporting
more than just voice and data.
As a result, many new systems
are beginning to seek access to
the IP network.
These systems can include

CCTV

control, intercom, audiovisual systems, digital signage, and
building automation systems. If your campus
includes a hospital or medical center, there
are even more systems in the clinical arena
that need access to the IP platform. These
access

new systems need to be accommodated even

while we roll out our own enhancements
such as VolP and wireless services.
While provisioning network service for
this new group of customers can somelimes
be a pretty big task, that is only half the
impact of these new systems coming on to
the network. We also need to learn how to
better integrate the ITS into a building.

With the number of systems using the IP
platform increasing, the size of the communication equipment rooms (CERs) that support
these systems also needs to increase. This
translates to an increase in the amount of
power and HVAC capacity needed to support
the CERs and the systems they house. The
pathways from the drop locations to the

to support more wires and,
therefore, must increase in capacity as well.
CERs also need

The pathway and space requirements
associated
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Communications, life safety, and automa-

are needed to support them often represent
10

to

15 percent

building. CLA

ofthe construction cost ofa

no longer represent an
inconsequential dollar amount in terms of
construction costs. and many institutions are
beginning to realize that there are substantial
cost benefits when these systems are planned
for earlier in the process.
s1,51gm5

Here's my advice: Learn how the

construction industry plans, designs, and
constructs a building.

In 2004 there was a substantial change in
the construction industry that will facilitate
the integration of ITS systems and infrastructures into the design and construction

of

modern buildings.
The Construction Specifications Institute
(CSI) released its 2004 edition ofthe
MasterFormat. The MasterFormat is a master
list of work results associated with a construction project (essentially a big table ofcontents
for a new building).
The 2004 edition includes three new

divisions ( chapters ) addressing communications systems, electronic safety and surveillance systems, and integrated building

automation systems. These division s are 27 ,
28, and 25, respectively. CLA is the common
name often used for the systems included in
these

divisions. These new divisions are

a

result of the communications industry's

Division

17

initiative.
continued on page 51
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